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.. . . large or small. Fine building is 
synonymous · with Robert Mar riott 
Ltd ., a member of the Robert Marriott 
Group, famous for quality building since 
1890. In the past 80 years Marriotts have 
established a reputation for meticulous 
craftsmanship on the largest and small
est scales. 

Whether it is a £7,000,000 housing 
contract near Bletchley, a new head
quarters for Buckinghamshire County 
Council at Aylesbury (right) or restor
ation and alterations to Easton Maudit 
Church (left) Marriotts have the experi
ence, the expertise and the men to 
carry out work of the most exacting 
standards and to a strict schedule. 

In the last century Marriotts made 
a name for itself by the skill of its crafts
men employed on restoring buildings 
of great historical importance. A re
markable t ri bute to the firm's founder, 
the late Mr. Robert Marriott was paid 
in 1948 by Sir Albert Richardson, later 
President of the Royal Academy, when 
he said: " He was a master builder of 
the calibre of the Grimbolds and other 
famous country men. He spared no 
pains and placed ultimate good before 
financial gain . No mean craftsman him
self, he demanded similar excellence 
from his helpers." 

Three-quarters of a century later 
Marriotts' highly specialised Special 
Projects Division displays the same 
inherent skills in the same delicate 
work on buildings throughout the 
Midlands. To date Hatfield House, Long 
Melford Hall in Suffolk, the Branch 
Library at Earls Barton, the restoration 
of Castle Cottage at Higham Ferrers , 
Fisons Ltd. , Cambridge, Greens Norton 
School , Woburn Abbey restorations 
and the- Falcon Inn, Castle Ashby, all 
bear witness to the craftsmanship of 
Marriotts. 

While building fo r the future, 
Marriotts are maintaining the glories of 
the past. 

~ J--- ROBERT MARRIOTT L TO. 
~ r ~ 11 RUSHOEN . NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

A me mber of the French- Ki er Group of companies 
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NOTES AND NEWS 

The death of Sir Gyles !sham, Bart., F.S.A., 
on January 28th 1976 was a sad blow. He had 
been President of the Society since 1965, as well 
as Editor of this Journal for seven years from 
1966, and a special obituary article later in this 
issue will give an idea of the very important 
part he played in these capacities, and indeed 
in all aspects of the Society'_s work, as well as 
in many other organisations in the County. His 
kindness to those who worked with him was 
immense, and the breadth of his knowledge in 
many :fields amazing. A recently taken photo
graph of him, suitably enlarged and framed, 
now hangs in the Society's Library at Delapre 
Abbey, and it is hoped that it will be possible 
to publish a memorial volume at some future 
date. 

As new President we welcome the eighth 
Earl Spencer, whose family, like that of the 
!shams, also has long associations with North
amptonshire and many of its public activities. 
He has been one of the Society's Trustees for 
some years, his father was a Vice President from 
1923 until his death in 1975, and his grand
father acted as a joint President for two years 
when the Society was founded in 1920. 

Quite recently the death also occurred of one 
of our Vice Presidents, The Right Reverend 
R. W. Stopford, K.C.V.O., C.B.E., Bishop of 
Peterborough from 1956 to 1961, and earlier 
in his life an Assistant Chaplain at Oundle 
School for some years. Although he had moved 
to other dioceses he maintained an interest in 
the Society's work and welfare. 

Still on personalities-the Editor of this 
Journal since 1973, Mr. J. M. Steane, has now 
moved from Kettering, where he was head of 
the Grammar School for twelve years, to a new 
post as Field Archaeologist with the Oxford
shire Museum Services. On behalf of the 
readers of Northamptonshire Past and Present 
we record our best wishes and appreciation of 
all that he does to make it so enjoyable. 

The lecture following the Annual General 
Meeting in June 1976 was given by Professor 
G. R. Elton, Professor of English _ Constitu-

tional History at the University of Cambridge. 
A large and appreciative audience heard him 
speak on the 16th Century as an Age of Reform. 
The Autumn Lecture for 1976, which will have 
been given when this goes to press, is to be on 
Calvinism) Nobility and Elizabethan Politics) 
with particular reference to the role of Robert 
Dudley, Earl of Leicester. The speaker will be 
Professor Patrick Collinson, of the University 
of Kent at Canterbury, who is a specialist on 
Puritan matters. The Society is most grateful 
for the willingness with which busy and dist
inguished academics find time to come and 
lecture to its members. 

Members have already learnt of the increase 
in subscriptions for 1977, and inevitably there 
have been some resignations. But we hope 
these will not be numerous. The Society has 
indeed been fortunate to be able to carry on 
until now on relatively low subscriptions, and 
yet to maintain a high standard of scholarship 
and production. New volumes are in course of 
preparation, blJ.t funds must be accumulated 
before they can be sent to the printers. So it is 
up to members to maintain their support, and 
to try to persuade others to join the Society. 

The American Hi-Centennial celebrations 
were marked by a special exhibition on America 
in Archives mounted by the Northants Record 
Office at Delapre Abbey, who also published a 
booklet on the same subject, showing a selec
tion of documents, letters, maps and photo
graphs from its archives. The Record Society 
is always glad to welcome American members 
at its summer meeting, as happened in 1976, 
and hopes others will come in future years if 
they are in this country. 

All members of the Northamptonshire 
Record Society congratulate the Northampton
shire Natural History Society on reaching their 
Centenary in 1976. 

We record that the Society's 500 members, 
through the kindness of the Mayor, Councillor 
J. Gardner, marked the occasion by re-enacting 
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their inaugural meeting held in the Town Hall, 
Northampton, on 21st April 1876. 

A remarkable exhibition showing the Soc
iety's valuable contribution to the scientific 
knowledge of our County was held in the 
Northampton Museum during the whole of 
April. The sections included Botany, Micro
Biology, Ornithology, Zoology, Entomology, 
Geology, Archaeology, Conchology, Meteor
ology, Astronomy and Photography, and some 
of the records are of national importance. 

The President of the Society, Sir Hereward 
Wake, invited Queen Elizabeth the Queen 
Mother to come to Northampton to celebrate 
its Centenary. She graciously accepted and, on 
5th May, had the warmest welcome from 
members from every walk of life, at the Hum-

frey Rooms in Castilian Street. Her Majesty 
took the keenest interest in the Society's work, 
befriended everybody, and her visit in glorious 
sunshine gave the greatest pleasure to the 
people of Northampton. 

The Society produced a centenary edition of 
their journal in which they reprinted an article 
on its early days by the late Miss Joan Wake 
published in the first volume of this journal. 

This year the usual list of institutional 
members in geographical distribution has been 
omitted from the journal. We hasten to say 
that this is only for reasons of economy, and 
that we hope to be able to print it again in 
future years. 

Notes on our Contributors 

Audrey Butler, educated at Somerville College, Oxford, is historical editor of 
Everyman's Encylopaedia and Everyman's Dictionary of Dates~ she has previously written in 
Northamptonshire Past and Present about Clemence Tresham, and is writing a history of nuns 
who were involved in the dissolution of the monasteries. 

R. A. Martin, studied history at London University and is Head of Humanities at Henry 
Gotch Comprehensive School, Kettering. 

Ron Greenall is resident tutor and warden of the University of Leicester's Adult 
Education Centre in Northampton. He is author of "Naseby~ a village History" and "Old North
amp~onshire in photographs". 

Dr. Tom Cunningham researched for his Ph.D. at Cambridge on the 19th century History 
of Peterborough. He is at present teaching at the University of Miami, Florida. 

We apologise to our previous contributor J . S. W. Gibson by describing him as a solicitor. 
In fact he is currently working in Chichester on the publication of local history. Also he has 
recently written a guide to the location of wills. 
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SIR GYLES !SHAM, BART., F.S.A. 

IT is difficult enough to give an adequate idea of the part played by Sir Gyles in the county just 
in the field of local history and historical research. Although it was only one of his many interests 
he was very devoted to local history, to the history of the families and houses of the county, to 
its antiquities and to its architectural heritage. It is no exaggeration to say that he was at the centre 
of local historical endeavour, the person to whom everyone turned for detailed, accurate and 
sound information over a whole range of subjects of importance to the local historian. A fluent 
speaker, enormously well informed, with a splendid memory, he was ever ready to respond to a 
request to preside at a meeting. He numbered amongst his acquaintances and friends a great 
many professional historians with a wide range of interests, art historians as well as archaeologists. 
Sir Gyles was an able scholar even as an undergraduate. Probably it was the Restoration era, the 
reign of Charles II, that most attracted him, and he felt particularly drawn, I am sure, to those 
of his ancestors who lived in that reign; the imposing, even formidable, Sir Justinian !sham, 
nicknamed the Emperor by his contemporary Dorothy Osborne, an early Fellow of the Royal 
Society, Sir Thomas, his shortlived son memorable for the diary he kept as a schoolboy and for 
his Grand Tour, and a second Justinian who was an M.P. for the county for a great many years. 
Indeed amongst Sir Gyles's deeply researched published volumes are the superb edition of 
Thomas !sham's Diary and the volume of letters of Bishop Brian Duppa during the Common
wealth, the footnotes to both of which bear eloquent witness to Sir Gyles's scholarship and 
assiduity. The Duppa volume was a publication of the Record Society, in whose affairs Sir Gyles 
took an increasing interest after his return to the county after the war, becoming its President in 
1965. For a time also he edited its journal, Northamptonshire Past and Present, a task which meant 
reading many articles in manuscript and not seldom suggesting improvements to their style. He 
greatly assisted other authors too, and, because of his interest in medical and mental care, encour
aged Dr. Waddy to complete his History of the General Hospital. Sir Gyles frequently played 
host _at the Society's general meetings, entertaining the eminent men and women who often gave 
the addresses on these occasions. 

But Sir Gyles did not confine his interests to the Record Society for he was also, in recent 
years, greatly concerned to reanimate the Northamptonshire Antiquarian Society and improve 
the quality and relevance of the articles in its transactions. Being such an excellent writer himself 
it was quite proper that some of his articles should appear in this place, the latest number just 
issued containing three in addition to an obituary of the late Earl Spencer. These articles are 
indeed witness to Sir Gyles's passion for the buildings of the county. Others he described in 
separate booklets such as those about Clipston School and Lamport Church and, had he lived, 
we should have had a splendid edition of the drawings commissioned by John Bridges ,as illus
trations to his history of the county. Sir Gyles was keenly concerned, too, with the second edition 
of Pevsner's Northamptonshire volume in the Buildings of England series. These are books and 
articles, but Sir Gyles was also Chief Correspondent for Ancient Monuments in the county and 
closely involved where any historically important building was to be altered or in need of restor
ation or defence, Welling borough Tithe Barn for instance. Indeed, there can hardly be a structure 
in the county of whose merit he had not formed a sound judgement and, like Earl Spencer, he 
was concerned that the county should not lose its heritage by default, taking endless trouble to 
inform himself of the situation in each case. He had vast correspondence on these matters. 

Another subject upon which he was exceptionally well informed was that of portraits of 
county personalities. Others must assess the support he gave to local galleries and exhibitions by 
local artists. He could always be called upon to provide excellent historical notes to the catalogues. 
A Deputy Lieutenant, he gave a home at Lamport Hall to the Yeomanry Museum, but the Hall 
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also contained a remarkable library built up in the 17th and 18th centuries over the whole range 
of whose contents he acquired a deep knowledge, particularly in recent years during its recata
loguing. It was always a matter of great regret to him that his predecessor, Sir Charles, had sold 
a number of the rarest Tudor and Jacobean literary volumes, a Venus and Adonis of 1599 amongst 
them, apposite as they would have been to his early career as a Shakespearean actor. 

Anyone interested in the arts in general and especially in history must regret the premature 
loss of Sir Gyles !sham who was such a preeminent master in this field, and being on the spot 
was so valuable a member of the community of the county of his birth. 

P. I. KING. 

GYLES ISHAM 
These words were spoken at his Requiem Mass in the Cathedral, Northampton, 

on February 28th, 1976, by Robert Speaight 

MANY of us gathered here this morning were Gyles' neighbours; most of us were his friends; 
and of these I was certainly among the oldest. So you will forgive me if these few words have a 
personal accent. My thoughts go back more than fifty years to an evening in December, 1922 
when I met Gyles for the first time. I was sitting for an Oxford scholarship, and Gyles had just 
come up from Rugby with a demyship in history at Magdalen. A friend invited us to dinner in 
the rooms of the Oxford University Dramatic Society, which was to occupy so much of our time 
and thought during the next three years. Whether it were as Hamlet, Hotspur, or Hector in the 
Rhesus of Euripides, played in Greek, Gyles seemed more effortlessly professional than any 
amateur had a right to be, aided as he was by a superb physique, and what I can only describe 
as the good looks of a Viking, new landed on a heaven-kissing shore. His Hamlet was in the line 
of Forbes-Robertson rather than of Irving; romantic rather than tragic; heroic, and never 
hysterical; likeable, indeed lovable, always; satisfying to the eye and ear; innocent of vulgarity 
or excess; thoughtful without morbidity; and young. I particularly remember him in the small 
part of Mercade from Love's Labour's Lost, and the great sweeping bow with which he brought to 
the Princess of France the news of her father's death; and again as the disenchanted clown from 
Chekov's The Swan Song. Rugbeians will recall his John Anthony in Galsworthy's Strife. But in 
spite of his fame as an actor, which spread far beyond the limits of Oxford, Gyles was essentially 
an all-rounder, President of the Union, President of the new Reform Club, and Editor of the Isis, 
as well as President of the O.U.D.S., and going down after four years with a good degree in 
history. It seemed that he only had to choose between several careers, any one of which he might 
be counted on to adorn. 

In the event, he chose the theatre; or more exactly, perhaps, the theatre chose him. He 
certainly found it rewarding to play many of the great Shakespearean parts at Stratford or the 
Old Vie, but all the time another vocation was calling him to perform on a different stage. He 
could not forget that he inherited, especially from his mother's side of the family, a long tradition 
of public service; and ancestral voices, as they spoke to him from the portraits at Lam port, meant 
a very great deal to him. So did Lamport itself, which he liked wistfully to re-visit while it was 
still let between the two wars. I used to accompany him very often on these expeditions, and it 
was easy to see that his heart was in Northamptonshire-in its past, no less than its present and 
its future. The second World War cut his life in two, and happily preserved it. He had already 
joined up in the London Irish Rifles, and I remember him as a sergeant guarding bridges in the 
south-western suburbs of London. Later he was commissioned into the 60th Rifles and served 
with General Gott, in whom he found a kindred spirit, in the Western Desert, and then he was 
appointed to the staff of the Eighth Army when it was formed in 1941. He was demobilised with 
the rank of Lieut-Colonel in 1946. He had thoroughly enjoyed soldiering, for Gyles had the 
genius of enjoyment, and his enjoyments were infectious. He threw himself into whatever part 
he was playing, and on whatever stage. 

When his father died and he came into his inheritance, his whole life had an exemplary 
value. He seemed, in many respects, the archetypal Englishman at a time when the English were 
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looking at their traditions with a questioning and a critical eye. He positively clutched at responsi
bility. Here, in Northamptonshire, he did what was expected of him-and more than might have 
been expected of him-with the zest of one who knows that he is fulfilling a personal destiny. 
Speaking as an outsider, I can assure you that he also got a great deal of quiet fun out of North
amptonshire. Yet he never allowed himself to be swamped by public work. He read and travelled 
widely; restored Lamport to an elegance it had forgotten, ·or perhaps had never known; lived 
there himself for many years; and secured that it should remain a permanent witness to his own 
taste and erudition. Yet we must not confine him to Northamptonshire. The presence here this 
morning of the Knights of Malta reminds us of the diligent part he took in the activities of the 
Sovereign Order. Nor must we forget his work as a Trustee of the National Portrait Gallery. 

But Gyles was essentially a private person, for all the publicity of his setting. One's con
versation, after fifty years of intimacy, tended to become a repertoire of private jokes-and private 
jokes, as we all know, are generally the best. His humour was lively, and idiosyncratic; and exempt 
from the least taint of malice. He found it natural to like people. When I recall the adulation 
that surrounded him as an undergraduate, I feel humbled by his humility. He was as rich in 
natural virtues as he was rich in natural talents, and these were strengthened by his deep, un
obtrusive piety. Genius has been defined as an infinite capacity for taking pains about what one 
is doing for oneself; goodness can be defined as an infinite capacity for taking pains about what 
one does for other people. To Gyles' thoughtfulness and kindness of heart there was no limit. 

No easy consolation is to be found in his passing, so suddenly and with all his vitality 
undiminished. The Romans had a word which expresses the poignancy of our loss better than 
any English equivalent-a word whose very music has the keening of a lament-and that word 
is desiderium. It means the person or the thing that we shall miss. What we shall miss in Gyles 
!sham was put to me the other day in a heart-broken letter from a Rugbeian, a contemporary of 
his. He wrote of him as 'a noble, gentle creature (in all modern and Shakespearean senses) in 
whom kindness, erudition, intelligence and sensibility' were combined in a peculiarly English 
way. No man of my acquaintance more strongly illustrated what Orlando saluted in Old Adam; 
'the constant service of the antique world'. 

It is for this that we give thanks as we remember him before the altar of the Lord. 

THE HYMN-BOARD 

If we could visit a familiar church as it was eighty to a hundred years ago, we should 
probably think it sparsely furnished compared with its present condition. Many items of eccle
siastical utility, which we take utterly for granted, would not then be in evidence. Hence the 
interest of this extract from the Northampton Evening Mail of 15 March 1880, which was written 
by a visitor to evening service at St. Edmund's Church, Northampton:-

"There is a very convenient arrangement for intimating the numbers of the hymns 
to be sung-an arrangement I never have noticed before in our town churches. The 
numbers were placed in a frame, hung in a conspicuous position, where they could easily 
be seen by the bulk of the congregation." 

If the visitor had not noticed such a board elsewhere in Northampton, it is unlikely that he 
would have found one in any of the country churches locally. 

To judge from another of his remarks about St. Edmund's, the hymn-book in use there 
in 1880 was Hymns Ancient & Modern. The first edition of this stalwart was published in 1861, 
followed by an appendix in 1868, and a second edition in 1875. 

The Vicar of St. Edmund's in 1880 was the Rev. N. T. Hughes (1870-92; Vicar of Hard
ingstone, 1892-1913; Hon. Canon of Peterborough, 1883.), an able and extremely hard-working 
parish priest. 

V.A.H. 



THE DEVELOPMENT OF TUDOR AND STUART GARDEN DESIGN 
IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

"God Almighty first planted a garden: and indeed it is the purest of human pleasures. 
It is the greatest refreshment of the spirits of man: without which, buildings and 
palaces are but gross handyworks: and a man shall ever see, that when ages grow 
to civility and elegancy, men come to build stately, sooner than to garden finely, as 

if gardening were the greater perfection". 
Francis Bacon 
Essay on Gardens. 

383 

THE formal gardens attached to palaces and country houses in Tudor and Stuart England owe 
their origins to new ideas fostered in Renaissance Italy and communicated through Renaissance 
France1• For Leon Battista Alberti the garden was no longer considered as an afterthought "fitted 
in" beside the building in any convenient place; it was conceived of as an integral part of the 
building, partaking of its symmetry and its monumentality. "The architect ought to keep his 
main lines in strict proportion and regularity in case the pleasing harmony of the whole be lost in 
the attraction of the individual parts". Unlike in the enclosed medieval castle garden the eye was 
encouraged to look outward rather than inward. Gardens were deliberately placed on slopes to 
look out over their surrounding walls. A key garden design was that of Bramant~ when he was 
called on by Pope Julius II to link the Vatican palace with the Belvedere: he linked the two by a 
system of stepped terraces, thus laying stress on horizontal emphasis. 

The other major features of the Italian Renaissance garden were the use of running water, 
the introduction of new architectural designs such as circles and semi-circles, and the planting and 
trimming of topiary. Gardens became extensions of art galleries in that they were used to set off 
the battered antique statues constantly being unearthed. These statues lined paths and acted as 
sentinels in terraces. The Spaniards learned from the Moors their garden water play; they brought 
the water stairway, the cascade, the desire for fountains and water tricks. Flowers had been rarely 
found in medieval gardens and often were confined to pots. The exploration of the new world 
encouraged collections of exotica; an astonishing number of fruit trees and twenty different 
varieties of vines were to be found in Cardinal Trivulzio's garden. Knowledge about plants 
advanced with the collecting mania. 1535 saw the establishment of a chair of Botany at the U niver
sity of Padua and ten years later the first European Botanic garden devoted to the collection and 
study of plants was founded. 

The French were quick to take up Italian ideas of garden design. Charles VIII brought 
back Italian workmen to enlarge his medieval garden at his favourite castle of Amboise. Francis I 
imported a fresh group of Italian artists to rebuild and decorate Fontainbleau. The tradition of 
moat building went on longer in France than in Italy, and the use of water for ornamental purposes 
on a large scale seems to derive directly from this. Owing to the flat Northern French plain, 
gardens continued to be built on level ground or on very slight inclines long after the Italians 
had taken to the hills. Views could be had only by means of protracted and scrupulously organised 
vistas. Terraces existed but tended to be less high and less frequent while elevated walls continued 
to be constructed on the medieval principle around all four sides. The French took to the 'parterre', 
a level area laid out with flower beds; a French gardening book of C.1600 claimed that the word 
came from the word 'partiri', to divide, wrongly as it happens, but it conveys the essential idea, 

1 See D. Clifford, A History of Garden Design, London, 1962, for the European origins of garden design. 
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Two plates from David Loggan's Oxonia Illustrata (Bodleian Vet A 3,6,22 New College 
and Vet a 3,6,2 Wadham). Both show mounts, the more elaborate one with steps and 
terracing overlooking the knots and parterres of New College garden; the other with 

statue overlooking topiary and rectangular beds of Wadham College garden. 
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subdivision. The idea came to subdivide each rectangle in a different way. Another strange 
conceit was the labyrinth which could be planted in turf or with hedges. Italy went on fertilising 
French ideas on gardening. Du Perac, for instance returned from Italy in 1582; he had acquired 
on his travels the notion of treating the whole parterre as a unit and relating each subdivision of 
it to the rest instead of planning each as an individual tour de force. 

These ideas were adapted in a more or less understood form by the garden designers of 
Tudor and Elizabethan England. The lead was given by Henry VIII and by his minister, Thomas 
Wolsey. Nonsuch and Hampton Court led the way, incorporating Renaissance features but giving 
the impression of piecemeal growth rather than conceived as a whole. A detailed description of 
Nonsuch dates from 1598 and we hear that the place was surrounded by a deer park "delicious 
gardens, groves ornamented with trellis work, cabinets of verdure, and walks so embowered by 
trees, that it seems to be a place pitched upon by pleasure herself to dwell in along with health". 2 

In the gardens were many marble columns and pyramids and a number of fountains with built in 
practical jokes, "a pyramid of marble full of concealed pipes which spurt upon all that come near". 
At Hampton Court the most striking details were the labyrinth, the mount with its arbours, the 
galleries and the raised beds. 

Northamptonshire contains a number of examples of gardens dating from the reigns of 
Elizabeth and the Stuarts. It is perhaps useful to analyse the main elements of garden design 
which appear in Tudor and Stuart garden layouts and in this way explain a number of features 
which appear puzzling to the field archaeologist confronted with the grassed over remains of one 
of these great formal gardens. 

(1) The Mount: Artificial mounts were of course a feature of early Norman earthen 
castles, and occasionally such earthworks were adapted into the garden scene as seems to have 
happened at Rockingham castle in the 17th and 18th centuries. They are also associated with 
monastic sites and have been interpreted as calvaries. The Cluniac priory of St. Pancras, Lewes, 
Sussex, has a motte sized mound to the east of the church. There is a smaller one to the east of 
the Cistercian house at Pipewell in Northamptonshire. The Mount certainly reappears as an 
Italian Renaissance garden feature; an example, with a spiral path among trees can still be seen 
in Padua's Botanical Garden, started in 1545. Olivier de Sevres considered that Mounts were 
good places to grow native and exotic herbs "in short the private physic garden be grown on 
artificial hills, thus saving time and space and giving a variety of aspect to suit the different kinds' 
of herbs". The second and more important purpose of the mount was that it provided a prospect. 
The ascending path was usually spiralled up with a border of clipped shrubs or low box hedges. 
Leland refers to mounts furnished with topiary work and a path twisting "about in degrees like 
turnings of cockleshells to come to the top without pain". From the top one might "look abroad 
into the fields" and over one's domain. The complicated designs of knot gardens could best be 
appreciated when viewed from above. David Loggan's engravings of the Mounts in the middle 
of the gardens at Wadham college and New College Oxford illustrate this well.3 William Lawson 
produced a design of an ideal garden with mounts at each corner. "When you behold in divers 
corners of your orchard mounts of. stone or wood curiously wrought within and without or of 
earth covered with fruit trees". 4 He visualised a pleasant river running by by the side of which 
"you might sit in your mount, and angle a peckled trout or weigh tie Eele, or some other fish" . 
Bacon mentioned a third function of mounts : "I wish also in the very middle, a fair mount, with 
three ascents and alleys, enough for four to walk abreast; which I would have to be perfect circles, 
without any bulwarks or embossments; and the whole mount to be thirty foot high; and some 
fine banqueting house, with some chimneys neatly cast", to be built on it. This is of course for a 
garden planned on a princely scale. The mount at Hampton Court, built on a brick foundation 
of 256,000 bricks, contained just such an elaborate arbour, linked with other parts by covered 
galleries. 

2 For the garden at Nonsuch see J. Dent, The 
Quest for Nonsuch, London, 1962, pp.ll2 ff. 

3 David Loggan, Oxonia Illustrata, 1675, plates 

32, 19. 
4 William Lawson, A New Orchard and Garden, 

London, 1623, p.ll for diagram and pp.54-5. 
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There are several mounts which still survive or are known to have existed in Northamp
tonshire gardens. All four corners of Sir Thomas Tresham's gardens at Lyveden were terminated 
by mounts; those to the north were pyramidal shaped; those in the south eastern and south western 
corners were ascended by spiral terrace walks which wind upwards in an anti clockwise direction. 5 

St. John Brooks, in his description of the gardens at Holden by states "at the extreme end of the 
long path was a cross path leading each way to a prospect mount, up at least one of which wound 
a spiral path, ending probably in a banqueting house". 6 There was a mount in the garden of the 
Tresham house at Rush ton. At the west end of the south terrace at Kirby Hall there was a mount. 

(2) Terracing: Medieval castle gardens are shown in MSS illustrations as having raised 
walks around the circuit of the battlements. Here the terrace simply follows the line of the 
inclosure. A terrace might also arise from the nature of the site itself. Bramante's great under
taking to link the Vatican palace with the Belvedere involved the construction of a series of stepped 
terraces; staircases and balustrading were necessary since the slope was too steep to be approached 
by the easy and imperceptible gradients recommended by Alberti. From now on gardeners tended 
to seek out great inequalities of site rather than to avoid them. The reasoning behind their con
struction is found in Humphry Martin's description of the garden at Kenilworth in 1575. In 
front of the castle _was a terrace walk, raised 10ft. above the garden and 12ft. wide; at either 
end were arbours "redolent by sweet trees and flowers". Martin rhapsodises, "as whearinaloft 
upon sweet shadowed walks of terras in heat of soomer to feel the pleasaunt whisking wynde 
above, or delectable coolness of the fountain spring beneath". 7 Obviously the terrace was ideal 
for taking exercise and is so described by Switzer ... "a small bank of Earth, laid out and trimmed 
according to Line and Level, being necessary for the proper elevation of any person that walks 
round his garden, to view all that lyes round him'!. He also ends on a practical note . . . "and 

· besides, where-ever the house is to be new built, there is no possibility of disposing of the Earth, 
clay, Rubbish etc. that necessarily comes out of the Cellars and Foundations thereof, but this". 8 

Examples of the use of the terrace in gardens in Northamptonshire include Sir Thomas 
Tresham's layout at Lyveden. Here were six long low scarps, orientated east-west and about 
one metre high. Slight traces also were noticable before recent ploughing in the garden attached 
to the Tresham house at Newton. Mighty stepped banks known locally as "The Falls" survive 
at Harrington, but the most impressive are the great terraces on either side of the original house 
position at Holdenby. Terracing on a flat site was used at Wakerley to give a sense of enclosure 
to the main garden on two sides. Kirby, where the garden was laid out during the years 1685-86 
also had terraces to the north, west and south from which the "great garden" could be surveyed. 
Considerable sums were expended on levelling the great garden and doubtless the upcast from 
this was used to create the terraces. During 1686 the costs of levelling were £43.15.6! and then 
began the "Diging of Borders and Bringing of Moulde and Dunge in". 9 

(3) Water features: Medieval monastic gardens had fountains and wells, usually in 
some central position as in the centre of the square enclosed by a cloister. No Renaissance garden 
was complete without some water feature but in England this did not usually take the more 
extravagant forms found on the Continent in the way of water cascades, stairways and water tricks. 

Fountains were one feature frequently found. They might be regarded as the heart of the 
Elizabethan garden. cf. Macbeth :-

"The Spring, the heart, the fountain of your blood, 
is stopped, the very source of it is stopt". 

At Kenilworth "in the centre of the garden, a fountain of white marble rose out of an octagonal 
basin, wherein pleasantly playing to and fro were carp, tench, bream, and for varietee pearch and 

5 A. E. Brown & C. C. Taylor, The Gardens at 
Lyveden, Northamptonshire, Archaeological Journal 
129, 1972, p.157. 

6 Eric St. John Brooks, Sir Christopher Hatton, 
London, 1946, p.163. 

7 Quoted in Reginald Blomfield, The Formal 

Garden in England, London, 1901, pp.32-3. 
8 Stephen Switzer, Ichnographia Rustica or the 

Nobleman, Gentleman and Gardener's Recreation, 
1718, Vol. 2, p.150. 

9 N.R.O. Finch Hatton 2145. 
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Page from William Lawson's New Orchard and Garden. 
(Bodleian 4° D22 ART (2) p.ll). The central fountain, mounts in four corners 
and arrangements of flower beds and orchards are all significant. Also the stairs, 

suggesting terracing. 

eel". Markham considered it a sign of God's blessings "if then instead of either well, Pumpe, 
Pond, or Cisterne, you erect Conduits, or continuall running fountaines composed of antique 
workes, a cording to the curiosity of man's invention; and these conduits or water courses you 
may bring in pipes of lea de from other remote or more necessary pl~ces of water springs" .1o 

Such springs might be found on the site of the garden. At Harrington for instance, a series 
of springs is found in the middle of the stepped and terraced banks and they feed into a central 
pond. At Holdenby on the other hand the water supply is conduited, as Norden remarks in his 
description of 1591 "over which in the toppe is a pounde of the water whereof cometh by conduite 
pypes from a well in the feylds ! of a my le from the same" .11 

10 G. -Markham, The English Husbandman, London, 
1635, p.193. 

11 John Norden, Speculum Northamtoniae, 1591 
(B.M. Maps C7, L 20, p.42-3). 
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The water feature might take the form of a moat acting as a fence. William Lawson recom
mended "moates, fishponds and (especially at one side a River) within and without your fence, 
will afford you fish, fence and moysture to your trees and pleasure also, if they be so great and 
deep that you may have swans and other water birds, good for devouring of vermin and boat for 
many good uses". In his diagram he showed his rectangular garden surrounded by a moat.12 

Clearly a number of moats which have hitherto been classified vaguely as homestead 
moats may turn out to be the water features of Tudor and Stuart gardens. 

Below the terracing of the Tresham house at Newton near Geddington is a rectangular 
island, surrounded originally by water drawn off from the !eats constructed for the medieval mill. 
Such an island would have been ideal for fishing. Sir Thomas Tresham's middle garden at 
Lyveden New Bield was bounded on the South, East and North sides by a water filled moat or 
canal, 18-25 metres wide and up to li metres deep. We have a vivid description of the moats at 
Lord Burghleigh's house at Theobalds dating from 1598: It was "surrounded on all sides by 
water, so that anyone in a boat may wander to and fro among the fruit groves with great pleasure 
to himself". 

The garden might also be furnished with fishponds. Dr. Borde (whose book came out in 
1540) thought that "in the garden may be a poole or two fysshe, yf the pooles by clere kept". 
Holdenby has a remarkable series of fishponds in three banks. The water supply (already men
tioned) was piped into an upper pond and thence down the slope to a second, by the church, 
and so to a battery of 5 ponds mentioned by Norden as "Sundrey fayre fishponds". 13 

( 4) Flower beds and parterres: The monastic garden beds bore a regular geometrical 
relationship to one another. It has been suggested that the chequer board of small rectangular 
beds divided by narrow paths was derived from the influence of ruined buildings dating from the 
Roman period. A further feature, the raised bed may well have developed from the battle
ment walk garden. A parterre was originally a level place in a garden. Each rectangle was sub
divided in a different way and in England it became common practice to outline the beds with 
thyme, hyssop, thrift or later with box. Curious intertwinings known as 'knots' began to be made 
and flowers tended to be pushed out since, as Clifford remarks, they had "an unmannerly way of 
encroaching on a pattern". By Bacon's time, "as for the making of knots or figures with diverse 
coloured earths ... they be-:but toys, you may see as good sights many times in tarts". In the 
17th century even the plants outlining the pattern were expelled and replaced by lead strips, or 
oak boards, or the shank bones of sheep or pebbles. These beds were divided at Kenilworth "by 
fine sanded walks". 

The arrangements of the flower beds are of course one of the most vulnerable features to 
change but occasionally where a house had a short period of existence followed by total destruction 
as happened at Wakerley, the layout even of the beds and walks can be descried from aerial 
photographs. Long rectangular beds lying parallel with one another and a series of circular 
quadrants split by a cross shaped path can be seen within the great terraced rectangle. At Barring
ton again aerial photographs show paths running along each of the terraces and a series of rectan
gular beds surrounding a circular fountain (?) in the sunken lawn at the bottom of the hill. One 
garden at Kirby has been restored. It has been possible to recover the plan with complete accuracy 
by the uncovering-of the greater part of the stone kerb which outlined the walls and plots.14 

The archaeologist is at a loss to describe the plants which originally stocked these beds, 
though if gardens were to be excavated as has been done at the Roman palace of Fishbourne, 
Sussex, there is little doubt but that the trenches and holes for bedding plants and trees would 
be found. Aerial photographs show that the lower garden at Lyveden was covered with rows of 
small pits about half to one metre in diameter except along a broad path lying axially down the 

12 William Lawson, A New Orchard and Garden, 
1631, p.16 and p.ll (diagram). 

13 John Norden, Speculum Northamtoniae, 1591 

(B.M. Maps C7 L 20, p.42-3). 
14 G. H. Chettle, Kirby Hall, Northamptonshire 

(H.M.S.O. guide) 1947, p.23. 
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This aerial view of Holdenby shows the earthworks of the medieval manor in the centre, with the church. 
To the right are the terraces of the Elizabethan garden, the two arches of the base court and the site of the 
house. Ridge and Furrow of the medieval field systems underly the Tudor park whose boundary is seen by 

the line of trees, top, centre. 
Photo by Professor J. K. St. Joseph for Cambridge Committee of Aerial Photography 

· centre. It is suggested that these were the holes for intended or actually planted trees or bushes.1-5 

Bacon considered "there ought to be gardens for all months in the year, in which, severally 
things of beauty may be then in season". In account books, bills and letters it is possible to gain 
some idea of how this succession of plants on display was arrived at. Evergreens were planted for 
the winter garden. Jonathan Hodgkin writes to Sir Justinian !sham in 1657. "I have made some 
inquiries a Bout winter Greenes and am informed that it is too late to geet them now Michellmass 
was the time ... there are manie sorts of Greens fitt for winter as sipras (cypress) fine lorill (laurel) 
or Strawberie (the arbutus or strawberry tree) and lovesfire and other if you please to send what 
quantatie".16 Among the seeds of Mr. Walkers sent to Kirby in 1659 were "Berringemme, the 
best crocus, white Hiacinthe, globe Thistle, Viola Mariana, Lobells Catch-fly, Hiacinth-of Perue, 
White Helebor, Great Ornathogalum, Iris two sorts, both purple, Yellow Indian Cane, Ranun
culus, Scarlette Indian Cane, Dewbra and the best Indian tobacco."17 Among the plants sent from 
Mr. Morgan to Kirby on 1une 22 1659 were a root of "Alkagengi Fornotu", 2 roots of "Sterna 
arabica", 1 root of"Lagopus Maior solys pennabis", a good specimen of"Alcea Vericaria Capiti", 
and 4 roots of "Foenium Burgandia". The reason why exotic flowers frot?J- Asia, Africa and 

15 A. E. Brown & C. C. Taylor, op. cit. p.156. 
16 N.R.O. I.L.441, 1657, Nov. 26. 

1 7 N.R.O. Finch Hatton 2454. 
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America were welcomed is that most European flowers bloom in the spring and by the end of 
June were it not for the immigrants there would have been little to look forward to. 

(5) Lawns and Bowling alleys: Miller's Dictionary in 1724 mentions several sorts of 
parterre including Bowling Greens or "plain parterres". Tudor governments were not enthusiastic 
about the spread of such features since they reckoned that they led to a decline of archery and 
the growth of gambling connected with bowling. An act was passed in 1541 fining anyone playing 
outside his own orchard or garden the sum of 6s.8d. Lawson however regarded it an advantage 
to have a bowling alley. "To have occasion to exercise within your orchard it shall be a pleasure 
to have a bowling alley" and Bacon prized lawns: "the green hath two pleasures the one because 
nothing is more pleasant to the eye than green grass kept finely shorn: the other because it will 
give you a fair alley in the midst". . 

1 

There was a bowling alley at Burleigh, noted but not visited by Celia Fiennes.18 A bowling 
green was levelled on the north side of the New Bield at Lyveden.19 

18 Celia Fiennes, Through England on a Side Saddle, 
London, 1888, p.52. · 

19 Historical MSS Commission, Various Collec
tions, Ill 1904, p.li. 
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(6) Garden Furnishings: The enthusiasm during the Italian Renaissanc.e for digging up 
antique classical statuary filled the halls, corridors and salons of the great houses. Fine collections 
were regarded as marks of distinction and they frequently overflowed into the gardens. Bacon 
disapproved of such additions, considering that "statues and such things" resulted in "State and 
Magnificence" but added "nothing to the true pleasure of a Garden". Celia Fiennes recorded in 
the gardens at Burleigh "very fine Gravell walks and Grass squares wth Statues and fine Grass 
walks". There were many vases, fountains, statues and seats at Kirby. "To the Masons seting 
of the Bordring Stones and the Statuse up ..and mend(ing) ye balls", and there follow a series of 
payments. 2° Fragments of a large stone basin ornamented with lions heads have been dug up. 
The foundations of many of the others can be seen in the grass and beside the walks. Only one 
fragment of a sculptured group, a Rape of the Sabines, remains as a hint of what has been des
troyed. 21 In remodelling the pleasure grounds at Rushton Hall in 1848 sculptured fragments were 
discovered near the Bath Room of "Faith", "Hope" and "Charity". They were preserved above 
ground until shattered by frost. 22 As well as statues, stone balls columns and pyramids sometimes 
decorated gardens. Buck shows a pyramid in his engraving of Holdenby (1729) but it had disap
peared by the time Baker came to write his account. 23 There were also two giant figures compared 
by a contemporary with Gog and Magog in the Guildhall and apparently intended as symbolic 
guardians of the gate.24 At Easton Neston "the garden is richly adorned with antique statues and 
with other valuable pieces of antique Sculpture: a Collection of vast value, being all the more 
ornamental part of the Marmora Arundeliana". 25 

(7) Orchards: Dr. Andrew Borde, writing in the 1540s stated that "it is a commodious 
and a pleasant thing in a mansyon to have an orcharde of syndreye fruites", and William Lawson 
in his New Orchard and Garden (1623) could not visualise the one without the other. He rhapso
dises on the fruit trees which he thinks should be planted there. "View now with delight the 
workes of your owne hands, your fruit trees of all sorts, loaden with sweet blossoms and fruit of 
all tasts, operations and colours". In his plan (page 387) he shows fruit trees set in one of the squares 
into which he divides his garden but as well "all these squares must be set with trees, the Gardens 
and other ornaments must stand in spaces betwixt the trees and in the borders and fences". 

From a series of accounts which have survived from Chesterton and Kirby we know some
thing of the expenses of stocking orchards attached to Northamptonshire gardens in the 17th 
century. · 

"Paid for 26 Peare Trees at xviiid ye tree 01-19-00 
Paid for 58 Apple Trees at Is iiid ye tree 03-12-06 
Paid for 16 Plum Trees at Is iiid ye tree 01-00-00 
Paid for 6 Cherry Trees at ls vid Y,e tree 00-09-00 
Paid for 8 Apricot Trees at iis vid ye tree 01-00-00 
Paid for 5 Newington peaches at Is vid ye tree 00-07-06 
Paid for 4 vines at ls iiid ye vine 00-05-00"26 

It seems that fruit trees were acquired for Kirby from the famous gardener, John Tradescant, as 
some notes recall "To aske him if he have procured the plants from John Tradescant he under
tooke to gett and have sent them to Kirby. To desire him to gett from him the sweet leafed maple 
and the large leafed laurustinus, 200 Apples, 200 Peares, lOO Cherries, lOO Plumes, 100 Peaches 
& Nectarines, to mind him of the white mulberry trees he promised me & desire to helpe me to 
6 Ordinary Mulberry trees". Many of the fruit trees at Kirby were planted against walls as this 
letter from John Simpson to Lord Hatton recalls "I received the wale (wall) treeze the 10 Day 

20 The Acounte of the Great Garden from Dec
ember ye 5th 1685 to November ye 5th 1686, N.R.O. 
Finch Hatton 2145. 

21 G. M. Chettle, Kirby Hall, H.M.S.O. 1947, p.23. 
22 From Notes on "The East Prospect of Rushton 

in Northamptonshire" in possession of Mrs. Shear
man of Rushton. 

23 G. T. Baker, History and Antiquities of North-

amptonshire 1822-30, I, p.207. 
24 Eric Mercer, English Art 1553-1625, Oxford, 

1962, p.255. 
25 John Morton, The Natural History of North

amptonshire 1712, p.493. 
26 Chesterton Accounts. N.R.O. D(CA)305 and 

Kirby N.R.O. Finch Hatton 2442, 2423, 2446. 
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of this month they are but smale trees but they came well without bring brused but they were 
verey drie, I socked them a little in sheepes dounge water and Planted them a Munday morning 
I hope they will doe weell, I have taken care of the names of them a Peach, and Apricock, and a 
Pare and soe mixed them all a longe the walle, I had left 2 Apricocks and one El roage (?) Nectterine 
and them I have Planted under the olde Brik wale". 27 

We have already noticed that the orchard at Lyveden was in all probability situated in the 
lower garden where rows of small pits had been dug to take the roots of the trees and which 
showed up on aerial photographs. The orchards at Holdenby, according to Gotch, lay between 
the fishponds at the foot of the terraces. 28 

(8) Gardeners: All these large scale designs must have required considerable expertise 
in carrying them out and yet little is known about the men professionally involved in creating 
them. Sir Justinian I sham had difficulty in finding the right man to act as gardener. His agent 
Jonathan Hodgkin apparently had the matter in hand in 1687.29 At Kirby, however, there was a 
head gardener, John Simpson and an interesting draft agreement lays out the duties and rights 
of the gardener. 
"First of all ye saide J o: Simpson is to keepe and maintaine all ye severall Gardens belonging to 
ye saide hous in Good order as ye same is nowe in. 
Item ye saide Jo Simp. is at his own charges to finde all tooles and seeds and railes (for lining 
the parterres) and workmen and weeders. 
Item the saide Lord Hatton is to give and alowe unto the saide Jo: Sim. the som threescore and 
twelve pounds a yeare finding himself and one man dyet at such times of his lordsh: shall be there. 
Item the saide John Simpson is to have all ye profitts of fruits and other things growing in the 
saide Garden over and above what is ... in the house when his lordship is there. And also to 
have what dung he shall have occasion for brought to the Garden Geats and likewise Pease sticks 
brought to the Garden Geats". 30 Once settled in John Simpson found that Lord Hatton's tenants 
were also interested with stocking their own orchards. "Theare is 2 or 3 of your Honors tennants 
that wolde have som younge aple trees to set in youre Lordshipes Grounde if your Honour please 
to give them ... Mr. Jeffreys sent his sheperd one John Gotchill your Honours tenant to have 
som to plant a little orchard if they are to be spared and Matthew Brather of Greaton if your 
Honour please to begstowe som one him, I feare all your Lordship's tenants will look for the 
same if they may have them for nothing but I shall give· them none till your Honour Please to 
order me". 31 

Considerable bodies of labourers were brought in to do certain jobs and paid by the day. 
This happened at Chesterton. "Paid John Grey for 36 daies in the kitchen garden and planting 
Ashtrees. 00-18-00; paid William Afield for the like 34 daies 00-17-00". 32 Similarly at Kirby 
when the great garden was a-making labourers were brought in. "Sep ye 6 begun diging the 
Borders, Joseph 3 days 2-0. Will Vine 10 days 8-4. Tom Parker 12 days 10.0".33 

It is perhaps insufficiently realised that substantial remains of these English formal gardens 
of the 16th and 17th century survive. Recent work by the staff of the Royal Commission for 
Historical Monuments in the North-East part of the County33a is beginning to redress the balance, 
but the public recognition and protection of these interesting sites of former garden layouts 
throughout England is urgently needed. 

SoME NoRTHAMPTONSHIRE GARDENS 

1. Holdenby. (SP692678) Sir Christopher Hatton was responsible for the layout of these 
gardens. John Norden described "the scituation of the same Howse is very pleasantlie contrived, 

27 N .R.O. Finch Hatton 2442, 13 Feb. 1682/3. 
28 Eric St. John, op. cit. p.163. The 1580 estate 

plan marks as 'the orchard' the area between the site 
of the Manor house and 'Baber hill'. The battery of 
fishponds constructed before the 1587 plan cut into 
this area. 

29 N.R.O. 1 L 481, 1657, Nov. 26. 

30 N.R.O. Finch Hatton 2447, dated 25 Jan. 1682/3. 
31 N .R.O. Finch Hatton 2442, dated 19 Feb. 1682/3. 
3 2 N.R.O. D (CA) 305. 
33 N.R.O. Finch Hatton 3439. 
33a Royal Commission on Historical Monuments. 

An Inventory of Archaeological Sites in North-East 
Northamptonshire, London, H.M.S.O. 1975. 



These two plans from Ralph Treswell's estate maps (NRO Finch Hatton, 272) show the 
changes wrought in the gardens at Holdenby between 1580 and 1587. Among these were 
the substitution of nine separate parterres by an orchard, the provision of fishponds, and 

the two arches of the base court. Also the park pale .ha~: been added. 
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THE SITE OF THE ELIZABETHAN MANOR HOUSE AND GARDEN AT HARRINGTON. 
The house is at the near end of the sunken and terraced rectangular garden (with circular fountain). 

Above are the stepped terraces with paths and water features clearly visible. 
Photo by Professor]. K. S t. ]osephfor Cambn"dge Committee of Aerial Photography 

mountinge on an Hill environned with most ample and lardge Fields and goodly Pastures, many 
younge Groves newly planted, both pleasant and profitable, Fishe Ponds well replenished, a Parke 
adjoyninge of Fall owe Deare ... and above the rest is especially to be moated, with what industrye 
and toy le of man, the Garden hath bene raised, levelled, and formed out of a most craggye and 
unfitable Grounde now framed a most pleasante, sweete, and princely Place with divers walks, 
manie ascendings and descendings replenished also with manie delightfull trees of Fruits, artificially 
composed Arbors, and a Destilling House on the west end of the same Garden, over which is a 
Ponde of water brought by conduite pypes, out of the Feyld adjoyninge on the west i- of a my le 
fr0m the same House. To conclude the state of the same house is such, and so beautifull, that it 
may well delight a prince".34 Two estate plans dated 1580 and 1587 show how the gardens were 
created. The terraces are called "rosaries" in 1580 and there are parterres to the west of the house 
in the earlier map, nine square beds in all. The orchard in the 1580 map is to the south of the 
house. Big changes had occurred 7 years later; the parterres had been replaced by an orchard 
with trees set out in rows. A large fish pond stood at the base of the western terracing. At the foot 

34 John Norden, Speculi Britanniae Pars Altera or A Delineation of Northamptonshire, 1610. Printed in 
London 1720, pp.49-50. 
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of the eastern terracing a bowling alley had been inserted. The garden in between figures in both 
plans with its circular bed and paths radiating out in 4 directions. Further fishponds in two banks 
had been dug, one immediately to the east of the church and the others, 5 in all, to the south east. 
A pale protected the garden from the deer in the new park which had also been added. Of all 
this magnificence the ponds, terraces, the ditch of the park pale and the two great gateways 
leading from the base court into the garde~s, looking like giant croquet hoops, remain. Apparently 
the garden was modelled on Burghley's Theobalds; Hatton wrote to Burghley "for as the same is 
done hitherto in direct observation of your house and plot at Tyballs (sic) so I earnestly pray 
your lordship that by your good corrections at this time, it may prove as like to the same as it 
hath ever been meant to be".35 The commissioners who surveyed the house after the death of 
Charles I describe it as "a pleasant, spacious and fair garden adorned with several long walks, 
mounts, arbors and seats, with curious delightful knots and planted with fruit trees". They go on 
then to speak of orchards, fishponds, bowling alleys and spinneys planted with ash and "a variety 
of delightful walks". The site of the house and garden was reckoned as 38 acres. 

2. Harrington. (SP775803) The site of the garden and manor house belonged to the Saunders 
family, to whom they passed at the Dissolution of the Monasteries. After them it was held success
ively by the Stanhopes and the Dyserts. Morton comments in 1712, "For a Descent of Garden 

35 Eric St. John Brooks, op. cit. p.l58. 
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AERIAL VIEW OF NEWTON. 
The dovecote on its terrace can be seen in the shadow of the trees now growing in the "gullet" of the 
ironstone workings. To the left is the site of the house with traces of formal gardens beyond. The 

isolated church marks the site of the deserted medieval village. 
Photo by Professor J. K . St. Joseph f or Cambridge Committee of Aerial Photography 

Walks there is nothing so remarkable with us as is that of the Walks of the Garden on the Northern 
Front of the Right Honourable the Earl of Dyserts' House at Harrington" (Morton p.494). The 
layout can best be appreciated by studying the aerial photographs. The house site is on the right; 
on one side is a large rectangular garden with a central pond or fountain and paths leading to it 
from the four sides. Terracing enclosed the other three sides, as at Wakerley. Above the house to 
the north and leading down towards it are five great terraces, known locally as "The Falls". The 
lowest has a path leading along its length cut by a central one. The second one has a long moon
shaped piece cut out of it. The path along its length curves inward to follow its shape. The terrace 
above has a long trapezoidal water tank or pond fed by springs. Paths are discernible round its 
edges. The terrace above has a square shaped sunken depression at each end, joined by a path, 
and the top one has a circular depression in the centre. The length of the terraces on the north 
side is 240 metres; the steps vary in width from 26 to 35 metres. The rectangular garden measures 
60 x 85 metres. The area of "The Falls" is equivalent to almost exactly 2/3rds of the terracing at 
Holdenby. A series of circular depressions, presumably the former sites of trees, are to be seen 
leading down to the steps of the terraces at the foot of the photograph. ' 

There are obvious analogies between the design of the gardens at Holdenby and Harrington. 
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These may have arisen from the connections between the Stanhope family which lived at Har
rington and the Hattons. Hatton's mother came from Harrington. It may be that Hatton, who 
had a long lease of the manor from his uncle, William Saunders, had sub-let Harrington to 
Stallhope, at that time gentleman of the privy chamber. In Stanhope's letter written in August 
1578, he says that he had passed Hatton's house on his way home to Harrington; "in my journey 
from London I had a little sight afar off of your fair house, which I had then gone to view better". 36 

Bridges on the other hand (ii, 33) attributes the garden to the Dyserts, and it is not yet very clear 
whether we have here a late 16th or a late 17th century garden. 

3. Newton. (SP886834) The site of the manor house built of brick and stone by the Treshams 
... enlarged and beautified by Sir James Langham (Bridges ii p.322) was bulldozed in March 1971 
but the fine late 16th century oblong dovecote with nest boxes inside for 2,000 pairs remains above 
the site of the house. An early 18th century map by J. Booth exists and showed that there were two 
"kitching Gardens" one lying behind the dovecot and to the north of it and one lying south of 
the house. Gravel Walk and Dovecot Walk were sited along the bank on which the Dovecot still 
stands. There were 3 walled formal gardens each with 4 parterres to the North and the East of 
the house. Aerial photographs however show a much more extensive design with three stepped 
terraces leading down to the stream, a rectangular sunken lawn and a moated water feature with 
a rectangular island 15 by 40 metres, overgrown but intact, lying behind the garden grounds and 
the millrace. What may have happened since these latter features do not feature on the map is 
that the more extensive Elizabethan layout may already have been abandoned by the time Booth's 
map came to have been made. 

4. Lyveden. (SP983855) The Tresham family acquired the manor of Lyveden in the 1460s and 
Lyveden Old Bield became one of the two seats of the family. Sir Thomas Tresham (1559-1605) 
among his grandiose building schemes began to build the New Bield "my garden lodge" about 
half a mile south of Lyveden Old Bield in 1597.37 He planned to connect the two by an elaborate 
garden, the remains of which lie on the crest and slopes of the south side of the Lyveden valley 
above a small stream which :flows N.E. to meet the River Nene at Oundle, three and a half miles 
away. The original design was in three parts, an Upper .Garden round the New Bield, a Middle 
Garden surrounded on three sides by a moat, the so called "Water Orchard", and a Lower Garden 
stretching down to the valley side to the Old Bield.38 The Upper Garden was not placed axially 
to the long rectangle (cf. Kirby) which made up the Lower and Middle Gardens but S.E. of it 
centred around and aligned with the New Bield. Its chief earthwork was a large and square mound 
on which stood the New Bield; this has been largely destroyed by ploughing. The remains of the 
formal garden divided by lines or paths of gravel into diamond patterns with a long axial path 
lies 150 metres N.E. of the New Bield. Sir Thomas mentions in his letters39 that eight large 
arbours were to be made which were to be enclosed by rails for protection while the lodge was 
building; beyond the outermost fence a "deep all eye" was to be made, sunk three or four feet deep 
and ten or twelve broad which "shall serve to walk round about it". On the north side of the 
intended garden a straight piece of ground was to be levelled for a (bowling) green. The Middle 
Garden is the part of the design which has survived the best, despite the fact that it is overgrown 
with trees and the water in the moat is polluted. As has been noted, all four corners of its 130 metres 
long square ended in mounts; those on the northern side are in the shape of truncated pyramids; 
on the southern side they are circular with spiral terrace walks which wind upwards in an anti
clockwise direction. There are water filled moats or canals 18 to 25 metres wide on the south, 
east, and north sides. It is clear from Sir Thomas' letters that these moats were designed as fish 
ponds. He "accompts" to see the bottom of the new moat where he fears they will not find so 
much fry as is expected. They must provide more and also look to the "breeding congers". 

36 Eric St. John Brooks, op. cit. p.l57. 
37 G. Isham, "Sir Thomas Tresham and his build

ings". Northants. Antiquarian Society, Reports and 
Papers, 65 (1966) p.p.23-33. 

38 The earthworks are well described by A. E. 
Brown & C. C. Taylor, op. cit., p .p .154-160. See 
figs. 1, 2, 3. 

39 Historical MSS Commission 111, 1904, p.liii. 
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AERIAL VIEW OF LYVEDEN NEW BIELD. 
The mounts, at the corners of the right angles of the moats are covered with trees. 

Beyond is the site of the orchard. 
Photo by Professor J. K. St. Joseph for Cambridge Committee of Aerial Photography 

The Lower Garden which joins the complex to the Old Bield consisted, before destructive 
ploughing removed most of its traces, of six long terraces orientated east-west and about a metre 
high. To the south of these slight terraces was a more considerable one with a large rectangular 
projection. It returned southwards through a right angle at its west end. Surviving traces of ridge 
and furrow in this area suggest that earthworks were abandoned before completion but the 
rectangular area between the terraces and the middle garden was laid out as an orchard; rows of 
pits for trees have been noted already. Sir Thomas gives a long list of different sorts of apples 
and pears, many of which were said to be growing in Mr. Dean's orchard at Ely. There is a 
connection suggested in Sir Thomas' letter with Holdenby. He states that if Slynne-and Andrew 
cannot well manage the arbours, his sister has a gardener who was bred up under the priest who 
lately died and excelled in gardening work in Holdenby works and that they may do well to use 
him, as he is accounted a very honest man. Sir Thomas also goes into details about the stocking 
of the garden with roses, both damask and red "whereby benefit may grow towards weeding 
charges", "peryles" (perennials), strawberries "or the like". Work on the gardens stopped in 
1604 and was not resumed. Despite its incomplete nature, it is possible to suggest that the gardens 
were meant to serve an en]arged Old Bield, the New Bield being simply the termination of them 
at the upper end. It has been pointed out that in this respect there is a parallel between the New 
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PLAN OF GARDENS BETWEEN LYVEDEN OLD BIELD AND NEW BIELD. 
The lower garden consists partly of an orchard and partly of terracing. The middle garden is moated 
with mounts at each corner. The upper garden surrounds the New Bield and has gravel terraces. 

(plan by A. E. Brown and C. C. Taylor. Arch J., 129, 1972) 
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KIRBY HALL. 
The reconstructed garden is in the centre with terracing to north and west. The canalised stream 
fits into the south and the garden is seen leading to the Deene road at the bottom of the photograph. 
Other earlier aerial views showed remains of great avenues converging on the house from the north 

but these have been removed by ironstone working seen at the top. 
Photo by Professor J. K . St. Joseph for Cambridge Committee of Aerial Photography 

Bield and the Banqueting Hall at the royal palace of Nonsuch, Surrey, where both formed a link 
between the artificial landscape of the garden and the natural landscape of the countryside. 40 

5. Kirby. (SP926927) The house built by Sir Humphrey Stafford was sold to Sir Christopher 
Hatton in 1576. Nothing is known in detail about the first garden, but there was evidently an 
orchard attached to it, and it extended to the west of the house. 41 John Evelyn, who visited Kirby 
in 1654 called it "a very noble house", and commended the garden and stables but thought the 
"avenue ungraceful and the seat naked". 42 The gardens were famous during the latter part of the 
17th century, partly because Christopher Hatton Ill who lived abroad in exile from 1648-1656, 

40 A. E. Brown & C. C. Taylor, op. cit. p.l60. 
J. Dent, The Questfor Nonsuch, London, 1962, p.117. 

41 N.R.O. Finch Hatton MSS 272. 

42 John Evelyn, Diary, ed. W. Bray, London, n.d. 
p.239. 
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continued to spend money on their upkeep. We have already noticed that there were lists of 
plants to be sent to Kirby from Whitehall and Newport House in 1659.43 It was left to Christopher 
Hatton IV, however, to lay out the great west garden which he began in December 1685. The 
accounts have survived for the next twelve months' work, recording a total expenditure on the 
garden of £59.7s.4d. The work included "the Leveling begun in the Great Garden", "For Diging 
of Borders and Bringing of Moulde and Dunge in", "To the masons seting of the Bordring 
Stones and the Statuse up and mend ye balls". 44 

The garden and house were set at the convergence of great avenues of trees, fragments of 
which survived until recently to the north side of the house. The line of the four rows of trees 
north of the house stretched the full width of the garden and the forecourt. The garden was laid 
out on a formal plan in two great rectangles (cf. Lyveden) with the long axes lying parallel with 
that of the house. A raised terrace, 20 metres broad and 90 metres long with a stone wall on the 
outer and a brick wall on the inner side limits the garden on the north side. In the centre is an 
architectural composition in the form of a rusticated stone door flanked with niches, which recall 
the Earl of Danby's Botanic Garden (1621) and known by Loggan's drawings (Oxonia Illustrata, 
1675).45 To the west is another terrace about 237 metres long and 12 metres wide revetted with 
much decayed brick. This extends the length of both the rectangular gardens. There is a fragment 
of a sculptured group, a Rape of the Sabines, set in the wall. The north-west garden has been 
restored and the beds laid out along the lines of the original stone curbs. It is divided by broad 
gravel walks (six metres wide) into four; the beds have scalloped corners and the walks meet in 
the centre which has a large circular flower bed. The north-west garden is divided from the 
south-west ( unrestored) garden by a broad, 29 metre lower bank. In the north-western corner of 
the lower garden is a low grass covered mound, 22 metres in diameter, possibly the "mount" 
constructed by Christopher Hatton IV. It is now overtopped by the western terrace. The southern 
garden is bounded to the south by the canalised stream which has been artificially straightened at 
this point. Apparently the privy garden and wilderness were immediately to the south of the 
house. Morton remarked "almost the whole variety of our English Trees is to met with in the 
pleasant wilderness there". 46 

Although the remains of the garden to the South of the stream are not so obvious, it is 
clear that originally the layout extended a further 330 metres up to the Deene Road. On the East 
side it was bounded by a limestone wall which appears as a long low grassed-over linear feature 
with a number of tree stumps to the East of the wall. On the North-western side the terrace re
appears South of the stream and is traced for about 110 metres; it has an internal ditch and the 
bank is about 1 t metres high and 4 metres across. It continues to the Deene Road in the form of 
a largely ploughed out wall; a thick linear spread of stone scatter can be seen in the ploughsoil. 

6. Wakerley. (SP956995) Bridges had a discerning eye for an earthwork "Here was an antient 
seat belonging to the family of Cecil at a small distance from the church, demolished about thirty 
years ago. The remains of the terras are yet visible in the garden". These are the most informative 
garden earthworks to survive in the county. There are two main parts. A series of rectangular 
areas surrounded by double linear banks suggesting gravelled paths with perhaps pleached lime 
walks, lead south from the roughly cruciform shaped mounds which are all that remain of the 
house. Opening to the east from the house is a magnificent rectangular garden 85 metres north
south x 115 metres east-west. This area is bounded on the east and south by terraces, two steps 
on the south and one on the east. Terraces are 8 and 9 metres wide. Within the area enclosed by 
the terraces are six rectangular beds separated by walks. The four nearest to the house seem to be 
parts of a single design; a circle within a polygon cut into quarters by intersecting paths at right 
angles. The north eastern bed is divided into three by four raised borders which may have been 
the kitchen garden. The whole layout recalls the six square beds of William Lawson's 'A New 

43 N.R.O. Finch Hatton MSS 2454. 
44 N.R.O. Finch Hatton MSS 2145. 
45 Royal Commission on Historical Monuments 

(England) City of Oxford, H.M.S.O. 1939, p.lS. 
46 John Morton, op. cit., p.493. 
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THE SITE OF THE 17TH CENTURY GARDEN AT WAKERLEY. 
The si.te of the Cecil house is the confused mass of foundations. To the right are terraces enclosing an area 
divided into parterres and a circular flower 'bed. Slight traces of the underlying medieval ridge and furrow 

can be seen. 
Photo by Professor J . K . St. Joseph for Cambridge Committee of Aerial Photography 

Orchard and Garden' (1618). Here the square with the "kitching Garden" is divided into eight 
smaller beds. 

7. Boughton. (SP896814) This is probably the finest formal garden layout in England. The 
original scheme was carried out by Ralph Montagu, the first Duke, between 1684 and 1709 and 
then it was modified and extended by his son, John, second Duke, appropriately called "the 
Planter" in the 1720s, 30s and 40s. It has survived to such a remarkable extent largely because no 
one spent much time at Boughton between 1750 and 1900. The inspiration was mainly French 
(vistas, parterres, fountains) with a strong dash of Dutch (canals). Ralph Montagu had 'been 
Charles II's ambassador at the courts of Versailles and St. Cloud, and doubtless this was where 
he "formed the ideas in his own mind, both of buildings and Gardening". With the aid of his 
gardener, a Dutchman called Van de Meulen, and money from the dowries of two of the richest 
women of the kingdom, Ralph laid out over a hundred acres in the pattern of Le Notre: branching 
radial avenues, water in straight geometric canals, parterres, a cascade, ponds and fountains. As 
early as 1694 Charles Hatton wrote, "Here is great talk of vast gardens at Bough ton: but I heard 
my lord Montagu is very much concerned that ye water with wch he hoped to make so fine 
f~untains hath failed his expectations". There were two sources of water for the fountains. The 
highest pool which still survives South of the house, the Lily Pond, was f~d from Warkton and 
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BRASIER'S SURVEY OF BOUGHTON (1715). 
This detail (the whole survey is reproduced on the cover) shows the house on the left, the par
terres in front ending in 3 pools with fountains, the canalised river Ise, and the wilderness, 
mentioned in Morton's description. Note that the Broadwater and the mount have not yet 

been dug. The beginnings of the avenues radiating from the house can be seen. 

provided a piped supply of water to the four fountains in the parterre seen in Stukely's plan and 
to those in the three pools at the West end shown on Delahaye's detailed survey of 1712 and 
Brasier's survey of 1715. The other source of water was a spring to the North-east of the house 
and a water course from Bough ton wood: the former filled the Grand Etang, a rectangular earthen 
basin now dry and grassed over, which supplied the three fountain pools in the long garden to the 
North of the parterre. The latter flowed into the Dead Reach, a long arm which was dug from the 
river Ise to a point below the Grand Etang. 

Morton, in his description published in 1712, mentions "below the Western front of the 
House ... three more remarkable Parterres: the Parterre of Statues, the Parterre of Basins, and 
the Water Parterre: wherein is an octagon basin whose circumference is 216 yards, which in the 
middle of it has a jet d'eau whose height is above 80 feet, surrounded by other jet d'eaux. On the 
North side of the Parterre Garden is a small wilderness which is called the "Wilderness of Apart
ments", an exceeding delightful place and nobly adorned with basins, jet d'eaux, statues, with 
the platanus, lime tree, beech, bays, etc., all in exquisite form and order". 47 The river Ise itself 
was canalised to frame the West end of the parterres. A right angle was dug taking the canalised 

47 John Morton, op. cit., p.491. 
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BOUGHTON. LENGTH OF ELM PIPING. 
Found in dredging operations, 1975 

BOUGHTON. POTTERY SPIGOT FOUND IN DREDGING 
STAR POND, 1975. 

Thought to be connected with the 18th Century 
waterworks which fed the 'fountains. 

river parallel with the Western approach avenue; at the corner was a short arm known as the 
Boat Reach. A further right angle led the river South of the Wilderness to the Cascade. Here the 
water was stepped down the cascade into the Starpond. In 1974/5 the sluice was renewed at this 
point, the water level of the Ise raised and the Star pond re-excavated. An elm sill was found 
at the top of the cascade. The stone cascade steps and surrounds of the pond were exposed. 
A ceramic spigot, possibly one of the fountain spouts, and a number of elm pipes also came to 
light. 

Lord Halifax wrote from Bushey Park in 1710 "I desire you would write to Boughton to 
Monsr Vandermulen to send me an exact account of the cascade, viz., how many feet the water 
falls, the dimensions of the steps, the breadth of each step, the distance from step to step, and, if 
he can, to make such a draft of the whole, by a scale, as we may follow the example as far our 
·ground admits of it". 48 

Morton mentions that "to the Southward of the lower part of the Parterre Garden is a 
large wilderness of a different figure, having ten equidistant walks concentrating in a round area, 
and adorned also with statues. In one of the Quarters is a fine Pheasantery. The larger trees upon 
the side of the walks have eglantine and woodbine climbing up and clasping about the bodies of 
them". A number of minor water ways crisscross, creating islands which seem to have formed 
osier beds. In winter these can still be traced in the standing water of the partially flooded field. 

The elaborately planted and ornamented parterres which figured on Stukeley's Westward 
view from the house of 1706 and the long garden by the side of the Dead·Reach were swept away 
by the second Duke in the 1720s. The Broad Water, a great rectangular pond about 200 metres 
East-west and 160 metres North-south, was dug and now occupied the space of the lower parterre 
with three fountains. The mount was built by William White from the upcast. This has ramped 
sides and is 70 metres by 75 metres at the base and 43 metres at the top. Stukely designed a 
mausoleum to be placed on the top in 1742. This was never carried out. 

The gardens were adorned in both phases of construction with statues. Thomas Drew, 
one of the masons, set up pedestals in the figure garden and the octagon. In the inventory made in 
1709, the year of Ralph Montagu's death, there were listed 10 lead statues, 7 marble statues and 
14large vases. There are only two left now, probably those shown on Stukeley's drawing of 1706. 
In the garden by the pool at Glendon Hall are two groups on impressive pedestals which came 

48 Report on the MSS of the Duke of Buccleuch at Montagu House, Hist. MSS Comm., vol. 1, 1899, 
p.357. 
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from Boughton, probably brought by the Booths who were the agents at Boughton in the 18th 
and 19th centuries. They are Aeneas and Anchises, Hercules and Cacus, attributed to Andreas 
Kearne.49 

The second Duke seems to have directed operations in the first years, helped by Booth the 
agent, J oseph Burgis who was paid £250 a year for looking after the gardens, William White and 
George Nunns, the Kettering surveyor. In the late 1720s Bridgeman was employed and a bird's 
eye view attributed to him is found in the Gough volume in the Bodleian library with Bridgeman's 
plans. One of the Duke's undated letters to Booth says "I wish you could get Mr. Bridgerhan to 
go down with you to see the ground of the Parke in order to see the scheme I proposed" . 

. Duke John the Planter is best remembered for his network of avenues that cross and border 
the estate. Legend has it that he planned a 77 mile long avenue between Boughton and London, 
and being baulked of this ambition by the not unreasonable opposition of intervening landowners, 
he planted this length of elm avenues on his own estates. 

J. M. STEANE. 

· The author would like to acknowledge the help given by Mrs. Mavis Batey, the staff of the 
Bodleian Library, Oxford, The Librarian, Magdalen College, Oxford, Professor J. R. St. Joseph 
of the Department of Aerial Photography, Cambridge, Mr. P. I. King, County Archivist and the 
staff of the Northamptonshire Record Office. This paper formed the basis of a lecture given to 
the Garden History Society at-a Conference held at Regents Park College, Oxford in March 1976. 

49 Nicholas Pevsner, Buildings of England, Northamptonshire, 1973, 226. 
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If you're looking for an ideal area 
in which to re-locate or expand your 
business, take a look at Corby. 

We're close to the industrial 
centre of Britain. 

We're within easy reach of the 
East Coast ports, London and 
Birmingham. 

The town is conveniently situated 
between major road and rail systems. 

We've well sited and fully 
equipped factories ready for 
immediate occupation at keenly 
competitive rents. 

Or we'll work with you through 
our'"design and build"service. 

There's both skilled and unskilled 
labour available. 

What's more, Corby is a mature 
as well as a modern town. So housing, 
schools, shops, public services and 
leisure activities are all established. 

And of course we've the 
experience and ability to offer a great 
deal of help and advice. 

So why not write for further 
information to K. R. C. Jenkin, F.R.I.C.S., 
Chief Estates Officer, Corby 
Development Corporation, 9 Queen's 
Square, Corby, North ants, NN171 PA. 
Phone: Corby (05366) 3535. 

Whichever way • 
you look at it, we're well 
placed to help you. 
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ANNE BOROEGHE, OF CLERKENWELL AND DINGLEY 

All Saints' Church, Dingley, contains one of Northamptonshire's most interesting and 
unusual monuments. 

This is a brass, commemorating Anne Boroeghe, a former nun of Clerkenwell in London, 
and it dates from 1577. It is therefore the latest brass of a nun now existing in Great Britain, and 
it is situated on the right-hand side of the chancel, about head-high, on the central pillar.I 

The brass shows a female figure kneeling in prayer. The dress is not specifically that of a 
nun and is indeed of a type often used to depict widows of the period. The shield of the Boroeghe 

BRASS OF A.NNE BOROEGHE, 1577, FORMER NUN OF CLERKENWELL, LONDON, 
on the chancel wall of All Saints', Dingley, Northants. 

1 The Revd. A. Russell Twyford, Vicar of St. 
Giles, Desborough, who now has the care of All 
Saints', Dingley, stated (Feb. 1975) that weekday 

Victoria and Albert Museum 

access to All Saints' can be obtained by applying for 
the key from Mr. and Mrs. Sanderson, 27 Harbor
ough Road, Dingley. 
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THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY GATEWAY OF DINGLEY HALL 
with its cryptic message: 'God Save the King, 1560'. 

Photo : National Monuments Record 

(variant spellings include Bmough, Burroughes, Brough and Burgh) family2 is prominently 
displayed on one side of the brass. The kneeling woman is shown as uttering the words: "J esu, 
J esu, mercie", which have Catholic implications, but the inscription itself would have offended 
no Protestant of the period. It reads: "Here resteth the bodye of Anne Boroeghe, second daughter 
ofNycolas Boroeghe of Stanmer in the countye of Mydlesexe. Sometyme professed in Clerkenwell 
nere London who died the ix of Aprill in the yere of our Lorde God 1577 after she had lyved 
lxxv yeares, to the great losse of ye poore who in dyverse wayes were by her relieved". 

Why was a former Clerkenwell nun buried in Northamptonshire? Her family crest suggests 
East Anglian origins, 3 but her father was a London merchant, Nicholas Boroeghe, of some wealth 

2 Argent a chevron ermine fimbriated Sable be
tween three chaplets Gules-as identified to the 
author by Windsor Herald of Arms, 2nd November 
1973. 

3 Confirmed by Windsor Herald of Arms, 2nd 
November 1973: "These (arms) resemble that of a 
Norfolk family of similar name, Burroughes ...... " 
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BRASS OF lSOBEL SACKVILLE, last Prioress of Clerken
well, depicting her in her nun's robes. The shaded 
part indicates where the brass had already been 
removed. This drawing in 'The Gentleman's Maga
zine' of 1785 is particularly interesting, as when the 
Nun's Church was subsequently rebuilt, Isobel's 

brass was lost. 
Northamptonshire Record Office 

and standing. His will, very piously couched, 
was witnessed by the prior of St. Bartholo
mew's, Smithfield, and he was buried in the 
priory church there (1527). Mter bequests to 
his wife and elder daughter, Alys, he left a sum 
of money "for Anne my daughter now being a 
nonne in Clerkenwe11".4 Stanmore (Stanmer)
now an outer London suburb-was Nicholas 
Boroeghe's country residence. 

Nicholas's elder daughter, Alys, married 
a Geffrey Chambers of Stanmore. A daughter 
of this marriage, Elizabeth, married Edward 
Griffin of Dingley Hall, Attorney-General to 
both Edward VI and Mary Tudor (though he 
was not, significantly, employed by Elizabeth 
I). She was his third wife, and the connection 
she brought him was clearly considered impor
tant, as both the Chambers and Boroeghe arms 
are impaled on the arms of his funeral cer
tificate. 5 

Elizabeth Chambers had previously been 
married to Sir Waiter Stonor, who had died in 
1550, and who belonged to a family that was to 
become noted for its recusancy, though Sir 
W alter himself seems to have conformed 
throughout his life. However, it is quoted by 
the Stonor family's historian that Elizabeth's 
own brother, "a priest, would one day be 
imprisoned for his faith". 6 The circumstantial 
evidence suggests that the sister may have 
possessed similar leanings. 

For it was this Elizabeth, nee Chambers, 
who gave refuge to the aunt who was evicted 
from Clerkenwell at the Dissolution in 1539. 
Whether she had any part in her husband's 
decision to inscribe the cryptic "God Save the 
King, 1560" on the archway of Dingley Hall
implying, presumably, a belief in an eventual 
succession to the English throne of Philip II of 
Spain-is not known. But her background and 
what little is known of her actions suggest that 
this could have been the case. 

The memorial to her aunt is particularly 
interesting in that it shows that here at least 
was one Augustinian canoness who carried on, 
in secular life, (presumably with financial assis
tance from her relations) the precepts of the 

original Augustinian code of charity, since her death was "to the great losse of ye poore, who in 
dyverse wayes were by her relieved". 

4 His will (Porch:1527) can be seen at the Public 
Record Office, London. 

5 Preserved at the College of Arms, London E.C.4. 

6 Cf. R. J. Stonor, "Stonor", page 216, published 
by R. H. Johns Ltd., Newport, Monmouthshire, 
1951. 
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St. Mary's, Clerkenwell, had been one of the most important London religious houses for 
women. It was wealthy and fashionable, and attracted wealthy inmates-the daughters of rich 
London merchants and of the lesser aristocracy. Its last pri9ress, Isobel Sackville, 7 who died in 

(Left) PEN AND WASH DRAWING DONE BY JOHN CARTER IN 1788, showing substantial remains of Clerkenwell 
Nunnery. This south-east view of the nunnery adjoins the nunnery church (by then known as the Nuns' Hall). 
Secular businesses, such as the cabinet maker's shop, were already occupying some of the nunnery fabric: 

it was all to disappear within the next decade. 
(Right) ANOTHER OF CARTER'S PEN AND WASH DRAWINGS of Clerkenwell Nunnery, from which it is clear 

that the original fabric was in a poor state, structurally. 

7 Isobel Sackville was buried in the priory church, 
which was already parochial before the Dissolution. 
Most unfortunately, a brass depicting her in her 
nun's robes was destroyed during the rebuilding of 
the church (now known as St. J ames') at the end of 
the eighteenth century, though before its loss, 
sketches of it were published in the "Gentleman's 
Magazine". There is evidence that I so bel Sackville 
continued to reside near the convent after the Disso
lution, with a number of other ex-nuns. However 
her will (Lyons 29) which is in the Public Record 
Office gives little impression of either affluence-she 
had a pension of £50 p.a.-or religious enthusiasm. 
The ~emains. of Clerkenwell Priory were quite 
extenstve unttl the end of the eighteenth century, 

Finsbury Library 

when the industrial expansion of the area caused 
their destruction. 12 eighteenth-century pen and 
wash drawings of the Nunnery Church and buildings, 
11 done by John Carter, draughtsman to the Society 
of Antiquaries, can be seen in Finsbury Public 
Library. The only significant archaeological remnant 
of Clerkenwell today is the "Clerk's Well", just below 
present ground-level, near Farringdon Station. Its 
waters remain pure, and it can be inspected on prior 
personal application to the Librarian, Finsbury Pub
lic Library, 245 St. John Street, London, E.C.l. A 
portion of the priory wall has been excavated recently 
(1975: for this information the author is indebted to 
Mrs. E. V. Lewis, formerly of Finsbury Public 
Library). 
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1570, was the aunt of the Thomas Sackville who was created earl of Dorset by James I. Clerkenwell 
had enjoyed special privileges of independence from episcopal jurisdiction;8 Urban Ill took the 
convent under papal protection in 1186, a position confirmed by Celestine III in 1194, and it was 
only under an act of Henry VIII that the Bishop of London acquired jurisdiction over Clerkenwell 
and the parish. The convent's account rolls show that considerable sums were spent on the guest 
house, and also on its boarders, who were often relatives of the prioress. In its last years there is 
little positive evidence to suggest that the nuns in general showed any outstanding impulse to 
help the poor. 9 

It is interesting, therefore, that Anne Boroeghe, with her meagre pension of £4 p.a., 
residing far away in Northamptonshire on the charity of her relations, should be the only recorded 
nun of Dissolution Clerkenwell to carry out so fully the original Augustinian role. Perhaps there 
were others like her, who have gone unnoticed, and perhaps Clerkenwell in its last days was 
something more than the wealthy retreat that the existing priory documents imply. 

What precise charitable deeds Anne Boroeghe did we do not, unfortunately, know. But 
their mention, on the Dingley memorial, is important in that it does something to counter the 
still too common impression that by the time of the Dissolution the convents of sixteenth century 
England had outlived their usefulness, and were inhabited by women with little spirituality or 
true sense of dedication. 

8 Cf. Joan Morris, "Against Nature and God", 
published by A. R. Mowbray & Co. Ltd., Oxford, 
1974, Chapter V, pp.24-31. 

AUDREY BUTLER. 

9 Cf. Cartulary of St. Mary, Clerkenwell, ed. by 
W. 0. Hassall (Camden Third Series, v. 71, 1949). 
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CHURCHIS CHINA STORES 
Specialists in fine china and glass for over 130 years 

have moved to 
the rebuilt 
I6th Century 
Welsh House 
on the 
Market Square) 
Northampton 

Telephone 38o82 

Some of tile Tttltles tllltl Tttltlet MemiJets of 

THE NORTHAMPTON CHAMBER OF TRADE 
BOOKSELLERS & STATIONERS 
W. Mark & Co. 

(Established 1745) - - 27 The Drapery -

BUILDING SOCIETIES 
Anglia Building Society - 85 Abington Street 

CONFECTIONERS 
J. Lawrence & Co. 35 St. Giles Street 

DEPARTMENTAL STORES 
Northampton Co-operative 

'Phone 

39400 

34800 

37939 

Society Ltd. - - 64 Abington Street 34866 

FABRICS 
Phillips's Fabrics 

Curtain Fabrics - - 20-22 Abington Sq. J37446 
Dress Fabrics - - 27 York Road - l /7 

FIREPLACE SHOWROOMS AND 
TILE CENTRE 

A. Bell & Co. Ltd. Kingsthorpe Works 712505 

FLORISTS 
Jack Haddon Ltd.- - - 51 St. Giles Street ~1~~~ 
HOUSE FURNISHERS 
Jeffery Sons & Co. Ltd. - 33-39 Gold Street- 39351 
A. Watts & Sons Ltd. - 80 Abington Street 38212 

PRINTERS 
Guildhall Press 

(Northampton) Ltd. 
J. Stevenson Holt Ltd. -
Xpres Printers Ltd . - -

' Phone 

I Quarry Park Close, 
Moulton Park 491225/6 

152 Balmoral Road 714246 
Norman-D-Gate - 38703 
(Bell's Yard) 
Bedford Road 

RADIO & TELEVISION 

County Radio Co. 

F. A. Goode Ltd. - - -

SHOE RETAILERS 

W. H. Bonham 

22-24 St. Leonards Rd.61946 

{
61201 

5 Towcester Road 62140 
73b Harborough Rd. 714895 
Service Department 62591 

(Established 1856) - - 33 St. Giles Street 36147 

SOLID FUEL MERCHANTS {36258 
Wiggins & Co. Ltd . - - 6 Abington Street 36259 

36766 
WATCHMAKERS & JEWELLERS 

E. Brugger - - - 8 Abington Square 34367 
A. E. Prouse & Son - - 64 St. Giles Street 39484 
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KETTERING lNCLOSURE 1804-5 · 

THE Kettering Inclosure in 1804/5 was in the hey-day of Parliamentary Inclosure; it is situated 
in Northamptonshire where the incidence of such Inclosure was greatest; it is directly based on 
the General Inclosure Act of 1801. Thus it can claim to be considered a type-example of Parlia
mentary Inclosure. The documentary evidence is good, for it includes resolutions of the original 
meetings of Proprietors, the Consent Bill and the State of Property, the Inclosure Act of 1804, 
the Minutes of the Commissioners' Meetings, the books of Claims and Requests, the Calculations 
of the Commissioners, the Inclosure Map and the Award 1805, the Inclosure Rate List and the 
Commissioners' Account with the Proprietors. In addition there is, for comparison, a first-rate 
pre-Inclosure Map of Kettering surveyed by William Brasier in 1727 and an accompanying 
Terrier with an 'Explanation'. 

Inclosure by Act of Parliament usually began with a measure of agreement between 
landowners, leading to the drawing up of a petition. In Kettering the initiative came from the 
ordinary proprietors and seems to have been broadly based for the original meetings in June 
and July 1802 were attended by five proprietors holding over lOO acres each, six holding about 
sixty acres, ten smallholders and five who were only cottagers. This was very representative of 
the Parish. These meetings were called 'for the purpose of taking into consideration the propriety 
of enclosing and enfranchising' the Lordship of Kettering, and 'to settle proposals to be offered 
to the Lords and Rector' .1 The resolutions at these meetings agreed on certain conditions. First, 
that 1/5 part of tithable arable land and 1/9 part of tithable grass in the open field should be made 
to the Rector in lieu of tithes; and second, that 2/11 parts of land should be paid to the Lords in 
compensation for enfranchisement. The minutes of the second meeting were to be transmitted 
to the Lords and the Rector. 

These local negotiations went on for over a year and when the petition was ready for 
presentation to Parliament on 23rd November 1803, the Bill had been signed by the joint Lords 
and Lady of the Manor (Lord Sondes, 6/10 of the Manor, and the Duke and Duchess ofBuccleuch, 
4/10 of the Manor), and the Rector, Joseph Knight, 45 proprietors of land, and the trustees of 
the Church and Town Land, the Poors Estates and the Free Grammar School.2 Twelve proprietors . 
did not sign, indicating instead that they would be 'neuter', leaving only seven, holding between 
them just over ten acres of the land to be inclosed, who did not signify their views. Of those who 
later claimed only cottage rights-about 65-eighteen signed the Bill and three said they would 
be 'neuter'. 

Thus the inclosure proposal met with widespread approval. Even among those officially 
'neuter' many merely 'didn't like to sign' but 'wouldn't oppose'. Among these were two major 
proprietors, George Whitlark (108 acres) and Thomas Wright (107 acres) who had attended the 
second meeting in 1802. John Warner, as a Quaker, would not sign the Bill but had 'no objection 
to Inclosures, further than in respect of giving compensation for tythes. Think it will be of general 
benefit'. Only two expressed any opposition. Samuel Munn (28 acres) said 'I do not like inclosures. 
Won't oppose it. Will remain neuter', and Thomas Mee (42 acres) wrote 'No friend to inclosure. 
Will take no trouble in the business. Sha'n't interfere'. 

On 15th December 1803 William Cartwright Esq., one of the Shire members for the 
County of Northampton, presented in the Commons 'a Bill for inclosing lands within the Manor 

1 NRO X6108 XII /5 & XII/2 Resolutions . 2 NRO X6108 XII/6a and 6c State of Property. 
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and Parish of Kettering'.3 It was given a first and second reading and before the Committee the 
Clerk, Mr. Mars hall, declared the 'State of Property' to be as follows :4 

For Agst. 
Old enclosures ac. 439.2.6 
Open Field ac. 1640.1.4 
Cottage Commons on the Links 109 
Yard-land Common on Open Field 34£ 
The Bill received the Royal Assent on 9th March 1804.5 

Neuter 
ac. 7.1.22 
ac. 532.0.17 

24 
12£ 

The Act followed the pattern set by the General Inclosure Act of 41 Geo. Ill (1801). It 
proposed the inclosing of 'open and common Fi~lds, common Meadows, common Pastures and 
other common lands and waste grounds within the Manor and Parish of Kettering in the County 
of Northampton, consisting of 48 yardlands and diverse parcels of Acrement land and other 
commonable lands and containing altogether by estimation 2,300 acres or thereabouts'. It made 
the standard claim that because the several lands 'lie intermixed and are inconveniently situated, 
and are, in their present state, incapable of any considerable improvement; . . . it would be 
advantageous ... if the same were divided and inclosed'. However, the preamble goes on to detail 
the tithe entitlement of J oseph Knight as Rector and later clauses lay down the precise terms of 
compensation to him in lieu of that entitlement. Thus an important motive was the desire to 
settle, finally, the vexatious issue of tithes. The General Inclosure Act made no provision for this 
commutation-it was first made statutory in 1836-but many private Inclosure Acts at this time 
did take the opportunity of so doing. 

The Act named the three Commissioners. Thomas Eagle of Baginton, Warwicks. was 
nominated by the joint Lords and Lady of the Manor; J ames Waltden Roberts of Thorn by 
Grange, Northants. was nominated by the Rector; and William Burdett of Mowsley, Leics. was 
nominated by the Proprietors. 

The Commissioners held seventeen meetings of up to 5 or 6 days duration at about monthly 
intervals between April 1804 and December 1806 with a final three-day winding-up meeting in 
February 1809. They were held alternately at the George and White Hart Inns in Kettering. 
Throughout, notices of all decisions affecting the public and provisions for hearing objections 
were published well in advance on the outer doors of the Church and in the columns of the 
Northampton Mercury. Their work was carried out in the orderly manner one would expect from 
experienced Commissioners of Inclosure. Claims for land were invited at the beginning and 
evidence and objections were heard up to the sixth meeting, as were requests for desired locations 
of particular allotments. Boundaries of the land to be inclosed were viewed and valuations were 
made. Then the major roads were decided and, after detailed calculations of individual entitle
ments, the scheming of allotments and the allocation of fencing responsibilities were made. Then 
the rating levy was worked out. The arrangement of private roads and bridges followed and 
determination of subsequent requests and objections spread over several meetings. The complete 
Award was engrossed and legally proclaimed and finally the accounts were audited and settled. 

At the first meeting, held 11th April 1804, only a month after the Act was passed, the 
necessary officers were appointed-bankers, solicitors and clerk, surveyor6-and all persons 
concerned were invited to deliver their claims. These were received and printed in two booklets 
for inspection by all. 7 There were in total 128 claims. Of these, 123 were made by individuals 
ranging from the Lord of the Manor to the humble cottager and the remainder were from five 
'bodies, corporate or politic'-the Fieldsmen of Kettering, the Poor Inhabitants, Kettering 
Church Lands, Kettering Parish, and the Cottagers. 

3 J. of House of Commons, lix.7 p.55. 
4 NRO X6108 XII/6b. 
5 Kettering Inclosure Act 44 Geo. Ill. 
s These appointments minut~s were signed ~y 'a 

majority in value of the Propnetors of Kettenng.' 

NRO X1608 V Minutes of the Inclosure Commis
sioners Meetings. 

7 Kettering Borough Lib. Local Collection Kett. 
35 Enc. 6693 and 6694 Claims Books. 
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The Inclosure was to take in not only the field land but also the common and some old 
enclosures and the claims are all based either on the holding of parcels of land affected or on 
rights of common attached to holding yardland or cottages, together with a few other customary 
rights. Of the 123 claims by individuals, 103 claimed on cottages. 42 of these also had land, leaving 
61, half of the total, claiming only cottage rights of common. As many as 52 claimed only on one 
cottage. There were 60 claims based on landholding, 18 of which made no mention of cottage or 
house. These were not the 'absentee' landlords, for seven are known to have lived in the Parish, 
occupying cottages belonging to another. Of the 13 landholders known to have lived outside, 
nine, including the Duke and Duchess of Buccleuch, lived in nearby villages and two, who sold 
their holdings very early on, lived in Wellingborough. The remaining two were Bryan Mitton 
(1.3 acres) of London and Edward Martin Esq. (73 acres) who may have lived in Godmanchester 
but was associated with Mrs. Martha Wallis in the Parish. Thus there was no 'absentee' landlord 
problem in Kettering. 

Those who held land expected to receive an appropriate share in the re-.allotment of the 
inclosed land and so their claims are generally expressed in acreage terms. Should their holding 
include yardland, they were additionally entitled to, and claimed, certain rights of putting stock on 
the open field land during the fallow year and between harvesting the wheat and ploughing for 
barley. Y ardland was an ancient measure ofland in the tenurial system of the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries. It was synonomous with a virgate or a quarter of a hide. It is doubtful whether it ever 
had a definite acreage but in any case it quickly became a conventional administrative unit and in 
1804 it was important because it still carried the ancient privilege of stocking which other, more 
recent, land did not. In the claims this privilege is often uninformatively expressed as 'rights of 
common' or just 'common', but in nine instances the claim is for specific numbers of horses, 
cows (or beeves) and sheep. In five the ratio is 1 horse, 1 cow and 8 sheep per quarter yardland 
and in the other four the ratio is 1 horse, 1 cow and 10 sheep. When the Commissioners do their 
calculations it is the former ratio that they use. 

Normally, no claim for customary rights was made for land which was not yardland. Six 
claimants tried it, but th~ Commissioners did not recognise any of them. 

Ownership of a cottage also carried with it a customary right, namely that of using the 
common land for pasturage. Out of the 103 such claims, 59 merely ask for 'commons' or 'cottage 
rights' and do not give any information, but 3 say 'cow commons' and 13 'a cow and a follower'. 
Two others are more helpful for they specify 'a cow and a heifer' and 'one milch and one barren 
cow'. The main area of common land was 101 acres or thereabouts called the Links and lying in 
the north of the Parish. 31 claims specify common on the Links and one refers to Wadcroft, a 
partly enclosed area near the town centre. 

In addition to the individual claims of cottage rights there was a joint claim made on 
behalf of 'the Cottagers'. 8 In this they claimed exclusive right to the use of the Links, admitting 
only ~hree sma~l exc.eptions. They also claimed exclusive rights of common on all the Lammas
lan~ m the Pansh-I.e. the grassland which was open from Lammas (Aug. 1st) after hay harvest, 
untd Candlemas (Feb: 2nd). A.s an alternative they claimed joint common with the husbandmen 
o.n the open fiel.d, wJ:Uc~ practice they said had been exercised by them for many years. The 27 
signatll:re~ to this claim n~cluded six yardland holders so that it was no 'poor man's appeal'. The 
Commissioners were not mfluenced by these demands but treated each cottage right claim on an 
individual basis. 

Thomas .Gotch, a yardland holder, registered a claim on behalf of the genuine Poor Inhabi
tan~s of the Pans~. 9 These possessed no land nor had any right of common but desired to record 
their customary nght to, collec.t all brakes, furze, ling and heath from the Links, for use mainly 
as fuel: I!Jclosure would d~pnve them of access and they were hopeful of compensation. The 
Comm1ss10ners accepted this and when they came to divide up the Common set aside a 9!-acre 
plot as a Poor allotment. Nevertheless, the Poor did not get their brakes, etc. as before, for the 

8 Ibid. Claim No. 127. 9 Ibid. Claim No. 67. 
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plot was let and they received the rents instead. It is not certain how far the recipients judged the 
money fair compensation for their lost customary pickings. 

Cottage rights were often doubtful and the importance of substantiating them was occa
sionally recognised by the claimant. Nathaniel Collis said he had 'copy of Court Roll 1756' for 
one of his cottages and William Satchell said he was 'admitted tenant at Court in 1794'. Eight 
others used a formula such as 'as it has been enjoyed by me and my predecessors for time imme
morial'. The minutes of the fourth Commissioners' meeting, in July 1804, record the request 
from several ancient cottagers for application to the Steward of the Manor for Court Rolls as 
evidence (practically all the land in the Parish was copyhold of the Lord of the Manor) and a 
letter was written to Messrs. Farrer & Atkinson asking them to send the Court Rolls to the care 
of Mr. Marshal! as Deputy Steward. For any cottage in question the Court Rolls recorded the 
successive surrenders and admissions of tenants. In the case of the cottage claimed by Ralph 
Pickering, for example, the Rolls showed him to have been admitted on the surrender of J no. 
Richards on 1st Oct. 1798. His title was thus confirmed. But many who had come to exercise a 
cottage right of common seem to have been unable to justify it in legal opinion. A total of 60 
cottage claims, from 36 persons, were rejected, so that not all cottages carried common rights. 
The Duke and Duchess with three cottages as well as the Hall House were only granted one cottage 
common. Nathaniel Collis claimed for a second cottage which had been taken down 'and the 
Great Meeting House erected thereon' but it was not accepted. J ames Kempston who purchased 
his cottage in the Market Place in 1747, got commons, but John Davey who purchased his in 
Parkstile Lane 'lately' did not. John Jenkinson, writing in 1845 about the 'Schedules of Claims 
1804'10 s-ays that the rights applied 'only to ancient cottage estates, not to additional dwellings 
erected on these estates'. 

Among the evidences are some relating to 'stocking'. One relates to two cottages in Goose 
Pasture Lane held by J ames Chater but the subject of objection. Title was confirmed by Court 
Rolls from 1736 to 1788 and from 1739 to 1788 but evidence was given that J ames Chater had 
always kept on the Common five beasts, which was one more than normal. He was allowed 2! 
cottage commons! It seems to have been important that stocking should have been maintained. 
There are several records of verbal evidence given on this question. One, taken from Mary Cave, 
aged 78, reads :11 'Remembers Mary, widow of Thomas Richards, afterwards Mary Deare, keeping 
a Cow which she has seen in an evening go in the entry at the side of her house in Cock Lane into 
the yard. Can't say whether the Cow was depastured on the Links in the daytime or not, but has 
heard her mother say it was a Cottage. Can't tell how long she kept a Cow. Was widowed after 
her marrying with Deare and kept none then'. Mary Deare did not get cottage commons. 

Land holding was not so open to question and only two claims were turned down. The 
rest are recorded in the Calculations though there is some disagreement between the acreages 
claimed and those which the Surveyor measured. 

As soon as claims had been put in many proprietors sent to the Commissioners requests 
that their allotments should be in certain preferred situations.12 The Commissioners met most of 
these. Thomas Mee, a farmer, wanted his land to reach the Beck Gutter because 'being destitute 
of that privilege will be attended with very great expense to me to get water'. Ephraim Buswell 
wanted to retain the close next to his wool-warehouse because it had been in his family for 102 
years. Robert Smith, surveyor, had an eye to the future. He said 'It is certain we shall lose consid
erable of our employment among the farmers, namely marking lands, making terriers, laying out 
the grass, etc.' so he thought a bit of land near the town might help him to a little 'honest employ
ment'. In 1826 he is listed as a gardener on the same premises near- Mount Pleasant which he was 
allotted. Thomas Dash, bookseller, and Nathaniel Collis, stationer, were more reticent. They 
wanted their allotments to be adjoining because it would 'better accord with our affairs at a 
future time'. 

1o Kettering Borough Lib. Kett. 35 Enc. Papers. 
11 NRO X6108 VII Sundry papers of Evidences. 

12 NRO X6108 XII/3 Book of Requests. 
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Naturally land close to the town was in greatest demand and it is worth noting that the 
Duke and Duchess asked only a proportion of their land to adjoin the town. Their agent said 
that the rest 'could be in remote parts which would be inconvenient for other proprietors but which 
could be let by their Graces to tenants on their lands in Weekley'. Nearly 80 acres was taken next 
to W eekley and 25 acres next to Barton. 

This accommodating attitude was in marked contrast to the scheming of at least one who, 
knowing that inclosure was due, bought some land in the open field in order to claim and perhaps 
choose a favourable allotment. Mr. Marshall, the solicitor, originally claimed only cottage rights 
but then purchased about 20 acres of land and put in a request for the Hospital Close and Cow 
Lane Close, lammas-lands formerly held by the Duke and Duchess and close to their Hall in the 
town. The scheme came to light when their Graces' lawyer objected. Since Mr. Marshall was 
Clerk to the Commissioners, the latter felt it necessary to record in their Minutes a declaration 
of their complete impartiality in accord with the oath they had taken. Mr. Marshall withdrew his 
request. Later, in a list dated 20th March 180513 he is recorded as tenant, under the Duke aad 
Duchess, of Hospital Close and Cow Close! 

The sheets of calculations by which the Commissioners worked out their assessments, 
compensations and allotments are preserved in Kettering Borough Library's Local Collection.14 

The detail and accuracy are faultless and fascinating, a monument to their impartiality and a 
remarkable example of the arithmetic of Inclosure. There are listed 112 proprietors. Compared 
with the Claims Books, the list shows 20 whose claims were not accepted and 4 who, though they 
did not put in a claim, were recognised as claimants. 

For the calculations all rights, lands, tithes, etc. are reckoned at their estimated annual 
value in terms of shillings. Rather surprisingly, all values and acreages are expressed in decimal 
notation corrected to the third place, i.e. to the nearest thousandth of a shilling or an acre! This 
in 1804 makes our 1971 decimalisation not such a new thing. 

The grouping of the sixty columns shows the order of working. First the cottage and 
yardland common rights are valued-a cottage common at 8/- and a quarter yardland at 26/-. 
Tl;len all individual holdings of land to be inclosed are valued and totalled. Next, individual 
.deductions are calculated for tithe compensation on tl;le _scale of value equal to 1/5 of tithable 
arable and 1/9 of tithable grassland. These are totalled and the balances remaining are entered. 
Then land has to be provided in compensation for the value of lost stock common rights and for 
part of this contributions are deducted from all land-holders on a given scale. The other part 
comes, naturally, from the Links and other common land but first, 1/8 of the Links and 1/9 of 
other common is deducted for tithe, 1/16 is taken for Manorial rights compensation and some is 
set aside for the Poors' allotment. What is left is added to the contributions from land-holders 
and the whole apportioned according to the rights of common valued at the beginning. Contri
butions are deducted and apportionments added to each individual balance. 

Next a deduction of 14% is made to provide land for roads and the plot for materials 
for road making~ 

Finally, all ancient enclosures held by the proprietors are listed and, in order to extinguish 
the tithes on these, 1/9 of their value is deducted and added to the tithe allocation. 

This should have left the final individual 'values to allot', but a few complications arose 
ov~r four 'late-accepted' cottage claims and the need to compensate the Rector for tithes lost from 
'diverse small proprietors' who did not have claims on the inclosed land. These amendments are 
completed in the last column, Column 60. 

The Act said that 'Joseph Knight, clerk, as Rector, ... is seized of certain Glebe lands 
. . . and in respect of them is entitled to certain common rights'. In this matter he is treated by 

13 Kettering Borough Lib. Kett. 35 Enc. Papers. of Buccleuch.' 
'Allotments and Tenants of the Duke and Duchess 14 Ibid. Kett. 35 Enc. 
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the Commissioners as one of the Proprietors. However, he is also, as Rector, entitled to all the 
Great and Small Tithes. These tithe rights are to be extinguished by the allotment of land to the 
Rector in compensation, such land to be deducted from the various tithe-payers in accord with 
the specified rates. The Commissioners follow these instructions and so, at almost every step in 
the calculations, amounts are transferred from individual totals to the tithe allotment-except of 
course from the Glebe, which is tithe-free. The proprietors even have to forfeit some fraction to 
compensate the Rector for the tithes he will no longer get from those 'diverse small proprietors' 
who are not getting any divided land-though the Act does say that these are to pay money 
towards the Inclosure expenses. 

The tithe allotment finally amounted to 9,465/- worth which was 13~% of the total annual 
value of the land being inclosed. It meant that the Proprietors, apart from the Rector, gave up 
between 1/8 and 1/7 of their holdings to the Rector in order to be free of tithe. Such was their 
judgement of that burden. The allotment approached twice the value of the largest other allotment, 
that to the Duke and Duchess. The figures were: 

Tithe allotment 
The Duke & Duchess 
The Duchess's own holding 
The Glebe-also held by the Rector! 
The next eight major landholders 

9,465/-
5,622/-
3,877/-
3,147/-

2,935/- to 2,533/-

In this context the Proprietors specially noted the detail in the following clause in the Act. 
"These allotments to the Rector shall be in lieu of full satisfaction and compensation for all his 
Glebe lands, rights of common, all manner of Great and Small tithes, Moduses or Compositions, 
Dues or other payments whatsoever in respect of all and every the Messuages, Homesteads, 
Gardens, Orchards, ancient enclosures, Common, Common Fields, meadows, pastures, Common 
Grounds, Waste Grounds and all other Lands, Tenements and Heraditaments whatsoever in the 
Parish of Kettering aforesaid and the boundaries, limits and precincts thereof". 

The only payments still to be made to the Rector were the mortuaries, surplice fees and 
the Easter offerings. However, he was to be 'for ever exonerated and exempt from providing and 
keeping a Bull and Boar for the use of the inhabitants of Kettering'. 

The Inclosure was without doubt the greatest change ever to have taken place on the land 
of Kettering.15 2,262 acres, being 82% of the land of the Manor, were affected and of the remaining 
487 acres, 407 were the anciently enclosed land of the Hall Fields. 

Mter April 1804 the Surveyor and the Commissioners went everywhere, measuring and 
valuing. Then, from 26th Nov. all rights of common on lands to be inclosed, field-land, lammas
land and common, were ordered to 'cease, determine and be utterly and for ever extinguished', 
and on or before that date all lands were to be cleared of 'all manner of Meat, Cattle, Horses and 
Swine'. This was the point at which the old agricultural system finished. November was as 
convenient a time as any to interrupt the farming cycle, but there was still clover in the Middle 
Field and the Fieldsmen requested the Commissioners to set a value per acre on the crop so that 
such persons whos~ allot~ents might be awarded in that. Field could take the clover at that 
valuation. As for ammals, m theory the 48 yardlands pernutted 192 horses, 192 cows and 2,536 
sheep to be turned on the fields, pl~s about 250 or so ~o~s.permit~ed on the Common. It is unlikely 
that this maximum number were m fact there, but It 1s mterestmg to speculate where they were 
all kept, at a time when animal fodder was at a premium, until the allotments were made. 

However, on 15th Dec. the Surveyor started staking out and delivered 'tickets with the 
account of the fencing' to each proprietor. As soon as an allotment was staked the proprietor was 
given possession and presumably that winter and spring witnessed a crescendo of feverish activity 
on the fields. The fencing had to be hedges of quickset, otherwise known as whitethorn and 

ts Compare Figs. 1 and 3. 
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hawthorn, with ditches or 'proper' mounds.16 There were to be post and rail guard fences along 
each side and convenient gaps were to be left for cart gates; and the new farm roads had to be 
formed. Thus appeared the chequer-board field pattern and, gradually, the ubiquitous hawthorn 
hedgerows so characteristic of the East Midlands countryside. · 

The pattern of landholding in 1804, before the Inclosure, was as follows.17 There was one 
very large landowner, the Duke and Duchess of Buccleuch holding jointly. Their 537 acres 
comprised 407 acres of the anciently enclosed Hall Fields and 130 acres of ]and in Open Field 
and was almost unchanged from the 'Domanes' delineated on Richard Treswell's map of 1587 
drawn for Sir Christopher Hatton. The Duchess herself has separately a copyhold tenure of 155 
acres making her a second very large proprietor. Then there were nineteen main proprietors, 
holding between 40 and 120 acres. These, with the Duke and Duchess, held 85~% of the Manor. 
The rest was spread among 64 smallholders, of whom 40 had less than 5 acres each. 

After the Inclosure Award18 this pattern was very little changed. The joint holding of the 
Duke and Duchess was still the largest, but the Duchess joined the main body of landholders, 
with only 112 acres. Her place was taken by the Rector, for the tithe compensation award was 
365 acres which, added to the Glebe, gave him 448 acres and lifted him from the main body to 
the status of second landowner. The main group remained nineteen in number, now ranging from 
25 to 120 acres. The smallholders increased from 64 to 69 with 50 having less than 5 acres. 

Expressed in cold statisti~s the change is thus : 

Very large Main Small
holders Landowners group 

Before: 27% (2) 58% (19) 14% (64) 
12% (69) Mter: 37~% (2) 50~% (1?) 

It would appear from these figures that the large landowners had grabbed the 'lion's 
share' at the expense of the others; but this was not the truth. As we have seen, the villain in the 
piece is the Rector with his massive tithe compensation award. 

Although the Inclosure Award made no major upset in the pattern of landholding it 
certainly did for the individual farmer. Principally it put an end to the fragmented holding, 
characteristic of the open-field system. The Terrier which accompanies Brasier's fine pre-Inclosure 
map of 172719 gives sufficient detail to enable the distribution of selions making up an individual's 
holding to be mapped. This has been done in Fig. 2 for John Green who at that time held about 
36 acres in 69 separate parcels of land spread over the whole of the open fields. 44 of these were 
less than a half-acre each. Though this was 77 years earlier there is no evidence to suppose that 
the situation had changed much down to the Inclosure. 

Mter 1804, out of the 40 proprietors having more than a few acres, 24 had their land in 
one piece and 12 had one piece plus a close or meadow elsewhere, and only 4 had a split holding. 
This must have been a great practical advantage. 

The costs of the Inclosure had to be paid by the Parish. The Act listed the expenses to 
be met by a Rate on all Proprietors and owners, except the Rector-which exception is italicised 
in the text of the Act. The Commissioners were each allowed £2 12s. 6d. for each day spent on 
the work of the Inclosure or in travelling to and from their homes for that purpose. 20 Other 

16 An estimate sent by John Lowick to the Com
missioners gives details and costs. NRO X6108 
Sundry papers. 

17 Data from the Calculations. Kett. Bor. Lib. 
Kett. 35 Enc. 

18 The Award: NRO Y2 4232 & 4233. 
The Award Map: NRO Map 3648 (copy). The 
original is with the Town Clerk's Office, Borough 
of Kettering. 

19 The Map: Westfield Museum, Kettering; on 

loan from His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch. 'A 
Mapp of the Mannor of Kettering in the County of 
Northampton belonging to the most Noble John, 
Duke of Montagu & the Right Hon. the Earl of 
Rockingham as surveyed by Wm. Brasier anno 1727 
and by the same hand mapped anno 1734.' 

The Terrier: NRO Kettering Terriers Box 4 
No. 37 (Buccleuch). 

20 The Committee of Inclosures of 1800 said the 
fee was usually 2 gns. a day, exclusive of travelling. 
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allowable expenses were those incurred in 'preparing and passing the Act'; in 'surveying, planning, 
valuing, dividing and allotting lands'; in 'surveying, admeasuring and planning ~Id encl~sures'; 
in 'enrolling the Award'; in erecting ring fences and mounds for the Rector; and m.'formmg the 
roads in sufficient and good repair'. An auditor was appointed, John Bramston, barnster-at-Law, 
and only on his certification could any item of expense be charged to the Rate. 

At their seventh meeting on 14th Nov. 1804, the Commissioners ordered a Rate of 30/
in the£ on the several proprietors to be made on the annual value of their open-field land and 
grounds. This was prepared by the Surveyor, John Eagle, and a Rate List was published in 
December.21 The total amount of the Rate was £4,391. In the final account only £6 10s. 6d. was 
still in arrears. This is marked 'desperate'! 

Of the 209 In closure Rate-payers the largest landowner, the Duke and Duchess, paid the 
largest amount, namely £456. The next largest proprietor, the Rector, is not in the list. He paid 
the smallest amount-nothing. Between these extremes, 15 paid between £100 and £300; 31 paid 
between £10 and £100; 53 paid between £1 and £10; and 109, just over half, paid sums of less 
than £1. The commonest amounts were about £1 and about 2/-. 

These rate payments should be judged against the average incomes for that time. According 
to P. Colquhoun's estimates for 1803,22 country-wide averages for farmers were about £120 
annually and for tradesmen and shopkeepers, about £150 annually. For ordinary labourers, 
including farmworkers, it was about £30 which is about 12/- a week. In general the Rate demand 
took a considerable chunk out of a year's income. 

The Commissioners' final Account23 was audited on 14th July 1809. The expenses therein 
were just about equally divided between administrative and practical costs. Of the first, the 
Commissioners' fees took a total of £730 or 17!-%, and the Solicitor's and Clerk's fees took 
£1,183 14s. 3d. which was 28% . The only allowed expenses of meetings were the items of £10. 
lls. 7d. and £7 3s. 6d. made as 'entitlement for labours, fire and candles' to Griffi.th Roberts and 
Christopher Jenkinson who were innkeepers at the White Hart and the George Inns respectively. 

On the practical costs side the major items were understandably for surveying (20%) and 
public fencing (20io/o). £812 15s. 9d. went to the Surveyor but that included his payments to 
his labourers. The only fencing expenses allowable wer_e those for the Rector's allotments. The 
bill for this was specially checked by the Commissioners at their meeting in Dec. 1805-perhaps 
an indication of their concern that this expenditure should be justified to the Proprietors. Mter 
all, though the ring-fencing of the Rector's allotment seems to have been usual and was agreed 
to at the original meeting in 1802, this expenditure of £862, or one-fifth of the total expenses, 
for the benefit of a landowner who paid nothing towards Inclosure Rate, yet was getting an extra 
365 acres of land, seems exceptionally preferential treatment. 

The Account showed a balance remaining at the Bankers which w'as to be returned to the 
Proprietors in proportion to the sums first levied. It was £182 3s. 3d. and would refund to the land 
and cottage proprietors 1/- out of every 24/-. 

Mathematically, the cost of Inclosure, or to be more accurate, the cost of executing the 
Act, averaged £1.86 per acre. However, since 491 acres-the waste and roads and the Rector's 
allotment-had to be paid for by the owners of the remaining lands, the monetary cost to the 
Rate-payers averaged £2.34 per acre for land of average annual valu~ £1.55. 24 

Comparing the 102 claimants on houses in 1804 with the 1801 Census figure of 641 houses 
in Kettering suggests that only about 16% of families in the town were directly concerned with 
the effects of in closing the fields. It is a small percentage and reflects the great growth and 
importance of trade and commerce in the town in relation to agriculture. 

21 The List is recorded in the Minute Book. 
NRO X6108 V. 

22 P. Colquhoun Treatise on Indigence 1806. 
23 See Minutes of Commissioners' Meetings. 

NRO X6108 V. 
24 Bd. of Agr. Report 1808. General expenses of 

Inclosures varied from 12 or 14 sh. to £4 or 5 an acre 
and averaged about £1 an acre. 
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In 1811, six years after the Inclosure, the Census gives a total of 713 families of which 126 
are 'chiefly employed in agriculture'. This is 17i% and implies that despite the transformation in 
the appearance of the farmland the Inclosure had had little or no impact on the status of farming 
in the town's economy, and certainly had not impaired it. 

If one looks for actual faq:ners, the information of 1804 shows 13 known farmers and 7 or 
8 probable farmers, together with two who are called 'gardeners'. The next comparable inform
ation is in Robert Smith's list of owners and occupiers in Kettering in 1826.25 He records 15 
farmers and 6 gardeners. Nine of the farmers and two of the gardeners can be positively linked 
with those of 1804, and two farmers and two gardeners are persons in the 1804lists but not then 
in that occupation. The prosperity of farmers may have declined in the post-war period of 
depression, but their numbers have not declined. 

The difficult problems were faced by those who had small plots allotted to them. There 
were about 48 in this position and about 26 sold their allotments and 22 kept them. Generally 
those who sold had not previously held any land at all, while those who kept already had small 
plots of old enclosure. Clearly experience in looking after land was an important factor in the 
decision. It means that those who sold had never in fact been 'farm workers'. Many had other 
businesses such as draper or builder and were not being forced to give up their livelihood, but 
were getting rid of an unwanted, additional responsibility. 

What they and other cottagers did lose was the free pasture on the 'common' for cow, pig, 
geese or hens and the occasional meat, milk, eggs, etc. this brought. Not all 'cottagers' were poor, 
but those who were did suffer from the inclosure. They were in any case the first to be hit by 
rising prices and falling employment and no doubt the loss of 'commons' caused them to join the 
ranks of paupers earlier than they might have done otherwise. 

The Inclosure took place, however, against a background of industrial distress and poverty. 
Kettering Vestry Minutes for the period 1790 to 1820 are dominated by the burden of coping 
with the relief of the poor. 26 The situation was aggravated by chronic unemployment following 
the collapse of the town's major woollen industry which had been at its height as late as 1780. 
With the outbreak of the French Revolutionary War it became disorganised and earnings fell. 
There was never any recovery and the leather industry was not then sufficiently developed to 
take over. Poor Rate rose from £1,455 in 1793 to over £4,275 in 1817. The 1821 Census said that 
1805 of a population of 3,668 were paupers. But Inclosure was not a contributory factor to this 
disastrous period. The first and only direct reference in the Vestry Minutes to unemployment in 
agriculture is in 1819 when a list of unemployed includes 18 'farmers' labourers'. Almost certainly 
these lost their work because of the general depression and not because of the effects of Inclosure. 

R. A. MARTIN. 
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25 Kett. Bor. Lib. Local Collection Kett. 47 6167. 
"A Brief Account of the Streets and Lanes in the 
Parish of Kettering with the names of the principal 

occupiers of every Estate." Robert Smith. 1826. 
26 K ettering Vestry Minutes 1797-1853 ed. S. A. 

Peyton. Northamptonshire Record Society Vol. VI. 
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FACTORS INFLUENCING THE GROWTH OF PETERBOROUGH, 1850-1900 

IT was debated at the time whether Peterborough owed its growth and economic viability to its 
position as a regional marketing town and to the support that was received from agriculture, or 
whether the growth and development of the city from 1850 to 1900 was due primarily to the 
money spent by the railways and their workers. The Victoria County History states that the most 
salient feature of the economic history of Northamptonshire during this period was Peterborough's ' 
evolution into a big railway centre.1 But while there is much truth in the observation that Peter
borough would practically "collapse" by the end of the century if the "mass of railway signals, 
railway engines, railway carriages, railway workshops, and railway workers" were removed from 
the city, 2 the contribution still being made by the agricultural interests and the growing importance 
of the developing brick works were also essential elements to the city's economic well-being during 
the last half of the 19th century. 

The controversy as to whom-agriculture or the railways-was due more homage was 
conducted at times during the half-century with great vigour by the respective supporters of the 
two interests in the city. It appears that, after the railways came to Peterborough, the supporters 
of agriculture felt duty bound, as they went increasingly on the defensive, to exalt the contribution 
that the farmers and the agricultural workers had made and were still making to the city's pros
perity. Some agricultural spokesmen conveniently chose to overlook the huge capital investment 
that the railways had made in the city and the numbers employed in the workshops, etc.; they 
saw the railway simply going "through" the town and maintained that it was not an industry of 
a "character that advanced it (the city) from a monetary point of view (sic)".3 However, it became 
increasingly more difficult during the half-century for even the most fervent advocate of the 
agriculturalists to ignore the railways' contribution to the growth of the city. They begrudgingly 
admitted, eventually, that the two were "intimately associated" and both were necessary in 
supporting the life of Peterborough. 4 

The area around Peterborough, containing some of the finest farming land in England, 
suffered heavily in the agricultural depression after 1875, and particularly during the 1880s. The 
area depended a great deal on the production of grain and on pasture lands and was severely 
effected by the decrease in the price of staple crops, such as wheat, during this period. 5 A Royal 
Commission report on agricultural distress in 1881 noted that the Peterborough area was the most 
severely hit in the district, and in the first six months of 1880 more farmers in the area went 
bankrupt than in all of the previous twenty years. 6 

A very gradual improvement took place by the end of the decade, and those who survived 
and stayed on the land were those who diversified from the rigid syllabus of corn growing, the 
traditional type of production in south Lincolnshire and the fenlands. Some of the farmers now 

1 Victoria County History : Northamptonshire, 
London 1906, II, p.291. 

2 Peterborough Advertiser (hereafter referred to as 
P.A.), 1 April 1893. 

a P.A., 13 December 1873. 
4 This phrase was used in 1893 (P.A., 18 Nov

ember 1893), by J. Nichols, one of the city's leading 
land developers. Nichols had come full circle in his 
appraisal regarding the contributions of the two 
industries. 

5 For a full description of the farming in the 
Peterborough area in -the middle .of the century, see, 
G. E. Fussell, "High Farming in the East Midlands 
and East Anglia, 1840-1880", Economic Geography, 
XXVII, 1951, pp.72-89. 

6 Mark Lane Express, April 1882, as quoted in the 
P.A., 27 May 1882. See, Royal Commission on Agri
culture, Reports from Commissioners, Inspectors, pt. 1, 
XVI, 1881, pp.363-6, 371-2. 
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grew fruit and vegetables, and others bred and 
sold animals. 7 In point of fact, the area had, 
by 1885, achieved a degree of notoriety as the 
centre for the breeding and sale of cart horses. 
These were highlighted at the annual Peter
borough Agricultural Show, one of the most 
important and successful in the Kingdom, as 
well as at a number of agriculture shows and 
exhibitions held annually in the city. The 
profusion and success of these shows helped to 
ease the effects of the depression on the farmers, 
together with helping the Hfe and trade of the 
town.8 

The railway was instrumental in helping 
to ensure the success of these shows by running 
numerous excursion trains into the city. Its help 
to agriculture in this way underlined how im
portant was the role of the railway in ensuring 
that Peterborough maintained her claim as an 
important regional marketing area. But there 
was little that the railway could do to over
come the lack of foresight shown by city officials 
and agriculturalists as to the location and 
management of the cattle market in the city.9 

The market proved to be an unsuccessful finan
cial venture for its private investors and was 
sold to the Corporation in 1891. By the end 
of the century, this "white elephant", as some 
now called it, proved no greater a success for 
the Corporation than it had been for its original 

7 Farmers in the eastern part .of England were 
slower to change their farming habits and types of 
production than most of the farming areas in the 
country. T. W . Fletcher, " The Great Depression", 
Economic History Review, second series, XIII, 1, 2 
and 3. 1960-1. p.431. Royal Commission on Agricul
ture, Final Report of Agricultural Depression, XV, 
1897, p.21. 

8 The first Agricultural Show, in 1837, was located 
in the yard of the "Waggon and Horses" off Bridge 
Street. It moved several times up to 1889, at which 
time the Peterborough Agricultural Society signed a 
twenty-four year lease with the Church Commis
sioners. P.A., 11 October 1862, 13 July 1867, 1 July 
1876, 11 May 1890. Church Commissioners' Files, 
78383, 25 July 1899. 

9 The cattle market promoters agreed to purchase, 
in 1861, six acres of land north of Midgate from the 
Earl Fitzwilliam, who was known to oppose further 
northward expansion of the city. (P.A., 27 March, 
29 May, 5 June, 31 July 1858, 9 March 1861). Peter
borough should have followed the example of Crewe. 
Here the cattle market "died" in the centre of the 
city but regained life after a permanent shift to the 1 n 00 
neighbourhood of the railway station by 1883. See, C · U 
W. H. Chaloner, The Social and Economic Change in 
a Midlands Town, London 1966, pp.101-02. ROt-.flS C.O\l~T~\JC\E.t) S\tJc.E. \SCOS 
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owners.10 Thus, the real potential for a regional cattle market operation was never realized, and 
the impetus never materialized for other, associated pursuits, such as a dead meat market and 
the use of skins for a much bigger boot and shoe industry.11 

Undeniably, Peterborough prospered most when agriculture in the area prospered, and 
the depression in agriculture was a contributing factor to the slowed rate of the city's growth 
during the 1880s and early 1890s.12 But by this time, the city's dependence on the farmers had 
waned: far fewer people lived in the farming areas round Peterborough, and less than three per 
cent of the male work-force living in the city in 1900 worked on the land, compared with twenty-one 
per cent in 1850. The slack was taken up by the railway. Whereas only one in nine of the employ
able male work force in the city worked for the railway in 1850, one in four did so in 1900.13 And 
the thousands of pounds earned and spent weekly by the railway workers was now the single 
most important source of income for the tradesmen of the city. 

The railway in Peterborough was a many faceted operation, not the least important of 
which were facilities for handling extensive passenger and goods traffic. The city, by mid-century, 
had established itself as one of the importan.t li~s in east-west rail traffic, but after the completion 
of the Great Northern's London to York hne m August of 1850 and the extension of the Great 
Northern's line to Nottingham and Yorkshire in 1852, the "cross-country lines-Peterborough 
to Syston, to Rugby, to Northampton-were never able to rise above the status of feeder", 
because the "pull of London and the towns to the north was so strong" .14 

Most of the goods trains to t~e city during the half-century carried coal. The Peterborough 
yards became a depository and clearmg house for much of the coal coming from Yorkshire and the 
north of England via the Great Northern railway, and from the west via the Midland railway. It 
was usually despatched directly from the colliery to Peterborough, where it was sorted out and 
put on trains for London and the east ofEngland.15 By the end of the century, three million tons 
of coal were arriving yearly from Derbyshire alone, and 2,500 loaded coal wagons were passing 
daily through the city.16 

The Great Northern made the most of Peterborough's advantageous position to establish 
in the city one of their most important railway and workshop centres. None of the other railway 
companies matched the scale of the Great Northern's operation in the city, and the community 
of New England, in the northern part of the city, owed its existence almost solely to the Grea~ 
Northern. Peterborough was to become known as a "Great Northern town". 

The railway made its first 150 appointments in July of 1850, shortly before the opening of 

10 Those taking up shares, for example, saw them 
drop from a high of £12 in 1877, to ~low of £7.10 
in 1886 (Stamford Mercury, 6 Apnl 1886. P.A., 
3 February 1877; 26 June 1886). By the end of the 
century the Corporation was losing money on the 
market operation. See, also, Peterborough Cattle 
Market Minutes Book, various dates. 

u There was only one shoe factory built in the 
city. This was in 1871, and it expanded twice 
between 1887 and 1898. There were many inde
pendent shoemakers. Peterborough City Directory, 
Peterborough 1871, p.13; 1896, pp.168, 172; P.A., 
7 February 1863; 16 September 1865, and other 
dates. 

12 The city's population increase, from 1881 to 
1891, was 18.6 per cent, compared, for example, to a 
48.3 per cent gain between 1851 and 1861. See, 
T. M. Cunningham, "The Growth of Peterborough, 
1850-1900", unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Cambridge 
University 1972, Table 9, p.107. 

13 Cunningham, Ibid., Table 15, p.130. 
u Norman Marlow, "The Coming of the Railways 

to Northamptonshire", Northamptonshire Past and 

Present, Ill, 5, 1960, p.211. General information 
about the railways in Peterborough can be found in: 
C. R. Clinker and R. A. Dane, "The Railways of ' 
Peterborough", Railway Magazine, vol. 105, 1959, 
pp.223-4; Christopher A. Markham, The Iron Roads 
of Northamptonshire, Northampton 1904; Clement 
Stretton, The History of the Midland Railway, Lon
don 1901; 0. S. Nock, The Great Northern Railway, 
London 1958; Charles Grinling, The History of the 
Great Northern Railway, 1845-1902, London 1903. 

15 Grantham and Doncaster were the other cities 
on the York-London line of the Great Northern 
where coal was "divided" (Royal Commission on Rail
ways, 1867, XXXVIII, pt. 1, evidence of S. Clarke). 
Some of the coal was -burned in coke ovens; before 
1850 the London and North Western had fifty ovens, 
almost all of them on the south bank of the river at 
Fletton. F. Head, Stokers and Pokers, London 1849, 
p.65. 

16 1,000 of these waggons passed over the Midland 
and Great Eastern (P.A., 16 September 1893) 
systems, and there were 1,500 Great Northern coal 
waggons daily, Nock. op. cit. p.130. 
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their "North" station and the completion of their line from London in August.17 The workshops 
in New England, which opened in 1852, were the centre of heavy repairs and engine overhauls, 
and the outlay for 226 "barrack" workers' houses built here was only part of the Great Northern's 
continuous heavy outlay of capital. For example, more than £100,000 was spent in the decade of 
the 1860s; nearly half of this in 1865 alone. The amount spent during the quarter-century of their 
greatest expansion in the city, 1859-1884, was in excess of £200,000.18 

The fact that the company was spending over £2,000 a week in wages by the mid-1880s,I9 

helped to ensure that the city's growth rate would not be checked entirely owing to the depressed 
state of agriculture in the area. More workers, in point of fact, were added to the payroll in 1887, 
when the company extended their factory which ·made tarpaulins used to cover their wagons. 
Their expansion continued through the 1890s, and by the end of the century the Great Northern 
was taking on a "good many more hands", and their position as the city's single most important 
company was unchallenged. 20 

Starting before the Great Northern, the city's first major railway was the Eastern Counties, 
later re-organized and re-named the Great Eastern. 21 Their station, the few houses that they built 
for their employees, and their "diminutive" yards served also, in the first few years, for both the 
London and North Western and Midland railways. The Great Eastern's operations into the east 
of England expanded continuously from mid-century, and by the 1870s they had a large network 
of shops in Peterborough. 22 Although some of the traffic in agriculture was hit by the depression 
in the 1880s, the Great Eastern had, by this time, taken up the slack by an increased business in 
coal and commerce between the east of England and new markets in Lancashire and Yorkshire. 
By the end of the century, renewed business in agricultural goods, increased activity in coal, and 
the growing trade in bricks had led to further expansion in their Peterborough operations. 23 

The Midland railway had, as early as the 1860s, through their operation of the Peterborough, 
Wisbech and Sutton line, control of some important coastal rail traffic in the east of England. 24 

Largely owing to their stake in the newly opened Wisbech line, the Midland's operation in the 
city was considerably expanded by the building of new workshops and sheds in the Crescent and 
Spital Bridge areas in 1871, which were enlarged in the 1880s to include their own foundry and 
carriage departments. 25 Similar to the Great Eastern's operation, the Midland increased their 
east coast port traffic in coal in the 1880s and 1890s, and _much of the resultant build-up in plant 

17 P.A., 27 July, 10 August 1850. A picture of the 
first Great Northern train arriving at Peterborough 
station appeared in the London Illustrated News, 10 
August 1850. 

18 This information was found in the various ac
counts and minutes of the railway companies in the 
British Transport Commission Archives. From 1859 
to 1868 the Great Northern accounts were listed 
separately in a Reports and Accounts book (GN 
RAC 1/155), and the printed minutes and accounts 
of the general meeting of shareholders from 1869 to 
1884 was included in the General Minutes Books for 
these years (GN 1/7). See, also, Grinling, op. cit., 
pp.2~2, 297, for brief references to the capital ex
penditures by the Great Northern in Peterborough 
during some of these years. 

19 P.A., 7 April 1883. 
2° Fifty persons were employed in the " sheet" 

factory in 1890, and 150 by 1894 (Stamford Mercury, 
29 August 1890; P.A., 22 September 1894). The 
Great North~rn's extended operating rights included 
more rou~es. m the ea~t of England, notably the port 
areas. Gnnlmg, op. czt., pp.383-9. Stretton, op. cit., 
p .227. Clinker and Dane, op. cit., p.225. 

21 This was in August, 1862. See, Cecil J. Alien, 
The Great Eastern Railway, London 1961, p.53. 

22 P.A., 15 August 1874; 6 February 1875. Inform
ation regarding the Eastern Counties initial outlay in 
Peterborough can be found in S. Salt, Railway Com
mercial Information, London 1850, p.93. 

23 The Great Eastern was also being pressed for 
more passenger accommodations, which meant a 
bigger station. Additions to the "East" station were 
made in 1887, and again in 1896 (P.A., 1 October 
1887; 25 July 1896). In December, 1896, the Great 
Eastern began carrying coal from North Derbyshire 
and by 1900, from Sheffield. Alien, op. cit., p.52. 

24 The Wisbech and Sutton line opened for pas
senger traffic on 1 August 1866. The line formed a 
junction with the Midland line near New England. 
Clinker and Dane, op. cit., p.225. 

25 The Midland had their own "box" of a station 
at the Crescent from 1858 to 1866. It held a "few 
pieces of luggage, a booking clerk, and a half-a-dozen 
passengers" (Stamford Mercury, 9 March, 28 Sept
ember 1860). The Midland's foundry cast between 
200 and 250 tons weekly during the mid-1880s, and 
it was reported that, at any one time, it was possible 
to see as many as 100 new carriages standing outside 
their shops. P.A., 12 January, 5 July 1884, and other 
dates. 
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facilities took place in Peterborough. 26 In point of fact, their links with the east coast ports 
enhanced Peterborough's prospects of becoming a major terminus for foreign trade, but efforts 
to increase commerce between the city and east coast ports, largely through increased rail traffic 
and greater use of the Nene, were never to be realized. 

The most serious effort undertaken by the railways in their attempts to "marry Peter
borough with the sea" was the building of the Sutton docks, largely paid for by the Great Northern, 
which invested heavily in a private stock venture for this purpose. The idea was to build berths 
for North Sea ships and the Great Northern would build tracks to the docks. Goods would then 
have been sent to Peterborough for sorting and shipment elsewhere. The Great Northern and all 
who had invested in the scheme lost everything when the docks collapsed in May, 1881, after 
being in operation for only one day. Efforts to rebuild and make use of the port were tried at 
various times during the rest of the century but without success. 27 

The Nene, which once played an important part in the economic life of the city before the 
arrival of the railway, had been deteriorating for some time up to 1850, and continued to do so 
for the remainder of the century. Below the city to the sea, the river was subjected to periodic 
"silting up", and at times during the 1870s, the depth of the water at Peterborough bridge measured 
only six inches. 28 Obstacles preventing the free flow of water from the sea were the cause of the 
silting, and one of the major ones was a shoal three miles below Peterborough called Northey 
Gravel. All attempts to remove it were stiffly opposed by the Duke of Bedford, whose Thorney 
estate, he claimed, would be deprived of fresh water since it was the shoal that kept out the salt 
sea water. 29 

Some interests in Peterborough were not unaware of the commercial possibilities of the 
river and tried to make use of it. The steamship navigation companies, whose boats drew the 
barges, saw the advantage of the river passing through a major railway centre such as Peterborough. 
By 1888, 9,000 tons of straw annually was passing through the city, and with traffic in grain and 
hay increasing, the Eastern Counties Steam Navigation and Transport Company saw the possi
bilities of eventually carrying between 300,000 and 500,000 tons of produce to and from Peter
borough every year.30 But this amount of business was never to be realized, and the Navigation 
Company stopped their operation in 1891, when the river's silting became so bad that a journey 
of thirty-four miles on the river took as long as three days. 31 

The trade in grain, timber and bricks would have justified some more serious attention 
being paid to the river's condition, and the general inattention of the Nene Valley Commissioners, 
whose job it was to preserve the river as a navigable channel, was partly responsible for the Nene's 
dismal state in 1900. But it was the Bedfords, more than anyone else, who were responsible for 
stifling any river improvement proposals, and their behaviour in this matter throughout the 
century was obdurate and selfish. Their insistence that the maintenance of the Thorney Estate 
take precedence over all other interests, plus the threat of an injunction and a fine of £25,000 if 
any attempt to improve the river was made, meant that the chance to exploit the Nene for the 
greater welfare of Peterborough was lost. 32 

26 There were complaints initially-like those 
levelled against the Great Eastern when th~y assumed 
control of additional lines-that the Midland was 
diverting away from the city a great deal of coal 
traffic from the east coast ports, notably King's Lynn, 
which formerly "reached in" at Peterborough. P.A., 
19 January 1884. 

21 P.A., 7 February 1863; 14 April 1877; 27 May 
1882; 5 June 1884; 22 August 1885; 30 November 
1895. Grinling, op. cit., p.345. 

2s P.A., 3 June 1876. A good description of th.e 
Nene, the area it covered and the amount of land It 
drained, was included in the Report from the Com
missioners on the Sewerage of Towns, Accounts and 

Papers, 1861, XXXIII. 
29 The Town Council finally sent, in 1886, a depu

tation to talk with the Duke of Bedford about the 
state of the river. They had no success. Peterborough 
Council Minutes, 2 June 1886. 

30 This company was the largest and most impor- · 
tant of the shipping companies using the Nene. P.A., 
5 July, 12 July, 6 December 1890; 21 March 1891. 

31 P.A., 6 February 1892. 
32 A feeble defence. of his position was offered by 

the Duke of Bedford in A Great Agricultural Estate: 
Being the Story of the Origin and Administration of 
Woburn and Thorney, London 1897. 
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The remark was made in 1879 that Peterborough was becoming famous for "extinct 
companies" .33 It is difficult to know what this meant because records show that not all that many 
companies had, in the first instance, been located in Peterborough. Indeed, the claim was often 
made that there was a lack of industries to augment the railway and take care of the surplus 
labour in the city. For example, at the time of the incorporation of Peterborough in 1874, it was 
claimed that one of the great disadvantages of trying to live and work in the city was its lack of 
industry, and that this was the reason why so many people signed the petition for incorporation. 
The Improvement Commissioners and private entrepreneurs had failed adequately to exploit the 
railway facilities in order to bring new industry, and it was also claimep that the facilities for trade 
were no greater in 1870 than they had been in 1850.34 

There were those who saw the need to attract new industry to the city; they were aware 
of the city's "disadvantage as compared with Leicester, Loughborough and other towns from the 
want of any trade or factory . .. and were desirous of erecting works and furnishing employment 
like that afforded in other Midland towns" .35 But those who had attempted to promote manu
facturing were faced with the difficulty of finding suitably placed and priced land for building 
their factories. In particular, it was the high price of land which scared off prospective indus
trialists because landowners, as the Advertiser remarked, "opened their mouths too wide".36 In 
most parts of the city throughout the half-century, those who wanted land for industrial develop
ment had to compete with building speculators, and landowners were aware that speculators 
were usually prepared to pay more. The end result was that "Poor, Pottering, Potential Peter
borough" had little standing in the nineteenth century as either a commercial or industrial city.37 

The industrial development that did take place in Peterborough was directly connected 
with the railway's expansion. For example, independent railway coach-making companies were 
solely dependent on the railways for their success, and by the end of the century there were at 
least nine companies located along the Great Northern's sidings and six along the Great Eastern 
ones.38 As the railway attracted numerous skilled artisans and mechanics to the city, a surplus of 
this type of worker made it possible for light engineering firms to expand during the half-century. 
Cycle manufacturers, ironmongers, and farming implement makers were natural off-shoots and 
beneficiaries of the railway industry's excess of technically skilled personnel. 39 

How much the railway helped in the development of a firm such as the Queen Street 
Ironworks, which was one of the largest makers of farm machinery in the east of England, is 
difficult to say. The Queen Street firm preceded the railways, and its growth was due as much to 
its technical achievements and adaptability as to the fortunes of agriculture and jndustry, not 
only in the area, but in the rest of the country as well. The firm produced a variety of products, 
from institutional cooking and heating units to steam ploughs. And when the depression in 
agriculture hit sales of the latter, the Ironworks turned to the manufacture of brickmaking mach
inery. It was during the 1880s that the first of the brickmaking machines were made for the 
Fletton yards, and, eventually, the sales of these were to depend, in large measure, on the viability 
of the brick industry in and around the city.40 

Much of the growth of Peterborough south of the Nene after 1880, and of the city itself 
after 1890, is closely connected with the development of the brick industry. The exploitation of 

33 P.A. , 15 February 1879. 
34 Enquiry on the Incorporation of Peterborough, 

from the shorthand notes of G. Stedham, Peter
borough 1873, p.57, et. seq. 

35 Church Commissioners' Files, 51560 letter of 
Smiths-Gore, Commissioners' land agen;s 9 July 
1875. ' 

36 21 November 1882. See, also, P.A., 14 December 
1898. . 

37 P.A., 23 November 1898. 
38 Peterborough Directory 1896, Peterborough 1896, 

p.195. 

39 This was true of other cities where engineering 
works were to be found. For example, Church notes 
this about Nottingham. Roy Church, Economic and 
Social Change in a Midlands Town, London 1966, 
pp.245-7. 

40 At the height of their operations, they employed 
about two hundred men. Ancestors of the present 
Perkins Diesel Manufacturers were associated with 
the firm. See E. J . Barford, "A Short History of the 
Queen Street Ironworks" (a memoir of J. D. Barford, 
J .P.), Peterborough, January 1924. 
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the rich deposits of Oxford clay was eventually to make Peterborough the centre of one of the 
most extensive brickyards in the country. The best of the clay and, therefore, the area of the 
greatest development of the industry was found immediately to the east near the village of 
Whittlesey, and in and to the south of the city in the parishes of Fletton, Woodston, Yaxley and 
Farcet. One of the earliest yards making bricks, however, was located near the Great Northern 
railway line in New Engl~nd.U 

As it had done for other industrial and agricultural pursuits in the area, the railway made 
the growth of the brick industry here possible. All of the brickyards were within easy reach of 
rail lines, and the railway was to quickly replace barges on the Nene as the cheapest and most 
convenient means of transporting bricks out of the area. The railway also made it possible to 
bring in the enormous quantities of coal needed for the firing of the kilns, and the speed with 
which bricks were dispatched to market areas-particularly one as good as London-undoubtedly 
provided the necessary impetus for the greater exploitation and development of the brick industry.42 

Profits were small and production was still only "several thousands" a week up to the end 
of the 1870s. But by 1882, Fletton was "beginning to assume the proportions of a populous place", 
and the need for new houses was much felt in the area. 43 However, house building and develop
ment here throughout the 1880s was to reflect the unsteady and unprofitable state of the industry 
itself. In point of fact, by 1888, several of the brickyards were at a standstill, and as late as 1891, 
the 13 local brickyards were producing, roughly, only half of their capacity.44 

A busier and more prosperous brick industry by 1892 was the result of a revival of the 
building trade in the area and the rest of the country. At this time the London Brick Company, 
for example, opened more yards, an~ ~he annual productioD: capa~ity of the Fletton-type brick
makers now stood at one hundred mtlhons, and the number m thetr employ had reached 1,000.45 

And although there were fluctuations in the fortunes of the industry during the remainder of the 
decade, growth was experienced, particularly in the years 1898 to 1900, when five new yards 
were opened in Fletton, four in Whittlesey and one north of Peterborough at Eye.46 

By 1900, the land in and to the south of the city had been given over almost exclusively to 
brick production. Sixteen-hundred acres had now been acquired here by brick producers, and 
the annual capacity of the thirty-one brick works stood at approximately four hundred millions. 
This represented at least a five hundred per cent increase in production in the past decade.4

7 It 
also meant that land values here skyrocketed; the greatest rise was experienced in parishes such 
as Yaxley and Farcet. A few years previous, agricultural land fetched £30 per acre. This same 
land exploited for brick making purposes now sold for as much as £600 per acre.4s 

It is clear that the brick -and railway industries had now assumed from agriculture the 
task of providing the impetus to the growth and development of the city. It was the railway which 
bore the brunt of this task and the importance of the railway to Peterborough's growth was not 
simply its presence as a prosperous industry, but that, in various ways, it complemented and 

41 Victoria County History, op. cit., I, p.166. See, 
also, Henry Porter, Geology of Peterborough and its 
Vicinity, Peterborough 1861, p.61. Peterbor<?ugh 
itself did not rest on Oxford clay but on hard hme
stone rock called Cornbash or Forest Marble. 

42 The Nene Navigation Company tried for a time 
to compete with the railw_ays, but withou~ success. 
A barge holding 12,000 bncks could sometimes take 
weeks to get to London. Nevertheless, barges con
tinued to be used up to the end of the century. P.A., 
2 October 1897. 

43 P.A., 8 April 1882. 
44 P.A., 21 January 1888; 24 January 1891_. See, 

also, L. J. Collier, . " Developmen_t and LocatiOn of 
the Clay-Brickmaking. Industr¥, m the .south-East 
Midlands of England Smce 1800 , unpubhshed Ph.D. 
thesis, University of London 1966, p .159, Table XII. 

• 45 By 1894 at least 115 more acres had been bought 
m the Fletton area for future brickmaking use. P.A., 
4 November 1891; 14 May, 15 October 1892; 8 
September 1894. Stamford Mercury, 20 November 
1891; 12 February 1892. The British Clay worker, 
April, November 1892, quoted in Collier, op. cit., 
p.135. 

46 Collier, op. cit., p.142. Approximately seventy 
acres at Eye was to ·be owned by a syndicate of 
Peterborough residents. P.A., 10 April 1897. 

47 Some reports gave five hundred millions as the 
annual figure (Collier, op. cit ., pp.143-4), but based 
on the 60,000 tons of coal used by the industry in 
1900 (ibid., p.152), and the fact that 325 pounds were 
used to make 1,000 bricks, four hundred million may 
be closer to the mark. 

48 P.A., 7 April 1898 ; 6 September 1899. 
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strengthened other aspects of the city's economy. Its viability and general economic momentum, 
built up by the late 1870s, mitigated the possible adverse effects on the city's growth caused by 
the precarious state of agriculture. In the long run, it was the railway which helped to restore 
some of the prosperity to agriculture, and to provide, as it did for the brick industry, avenues for 
expansion beyond the frontiers of the local area. 

That the brick industry now shared with the railway the job of maintaining Peterborough's 
trade and commerce was reassuring. Peterborough could now boast of a second major industry 
to ensure that its prospects for growth continued, and that this new industry would help to relieve 
the erratic fortunes that a city so heavily dependent upon a single industry invites. 

T. M. CUNNINGHAM. 
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THE HISTORY OF BOOT AND SHOEMAKING AT LONG BUCKBY 

NoRTHAMPTONSHIRE people have long had a tendency to exaggerate the antiquity of the boot and 
shoe trade in the county, especially in places outside Northampton itself. In 1889, for instance, 
it was declared that 'for centuries, the village of Long Buck by has been noted for its shoemakers' . 1 

This should have read more correctly 'for half a century the village of Long Buckby has been 
noted for its shoemakers' because the trade really only started to become a major occupation in 
the village in the eighteen thirties. 

It did so out of a background of poverty more extreme than in any other village or town 
in Northamptonshire. 2 In the eighteenth century the large open village of Long Buck by was a 
noted centre not of shoemaking but of woolcombing and worsted weaving. In 1821 it was remarked 
that the majority of the families not involved wholly as agricultural workers 'were brought up in 
th_e woollen manufactory, which _a fe~ years bac~ flourished in the village .... but the trade having 
failed, nearly the whole are mamtamed by agncultural labour'. 3 There IS no mention of shoe
making. The cloth industry collapsed in the seventeen nineties, and for the next forty years, at a 
time when the population was steadily increasing, the village was plunged into deep poverty, 
farm work being unable to provide enough jobs to go round. 

The rise of the shoe trade in the village was linked with its fortunes in the neighbouring 
town ofDaventry. Possibly because of the need to find extra workers, or because of labour troubles 
in Daventry in the early 'thirties, or both, it was a Daventry manufacturer Thomas Lee who first 
introduced the trade into what was in fact his native village. He appears as the first wholesale 
manufacturer in Buckby in a trade directory of 1847 but as early as 1812 was described in a Long 
Buck by deed as 'Thomas Lee of Long Buck by shoe manufacturer'. Recording the sale of the 
property in 1833, another deed recites that he had erected a 'warehouse' on the site.4 In 1835 we 
find him purchasing another property in the village, possibly to use as a base for putting out 
work. 5 Another indication of new possibilities for employment emerging around the year 1830 is 
a list in the Vestry Minute Book of thirty-three boys apprenticed to the shoe trade by the parish 
overseers in the years 1829 to 1835.6 Until 1861, when another name appears in the trade direct
ories, Lee was the only manufacturer with an agent resident in the village. There is, however, 
evidence that other Daventry masters were putting out work. In 1936 an old hand sewn shoemaker, 
recollecting his father's experiences, referred to a Mr. Balderson who employed various craftsmen 
in Long Buckby.7 Balderson was a grocer and the men were obliged to take their wages in kind. 
The old man's father once asked for cash. He got it, but no more work from this tommy shop 
operator. The firm of Stead and Simpson also put out work at this time. The old man's father 
also remembered a 'bread parade' in the depression of 1848-9 when there was no work for five 
months.8 In this period the workforce in the village increased from 131 in 1841 to 421 in 1871, 
the greatest increase coming in the eighteen forties. Evidence of the relative newness of the trade 
was found in an analysis of the shoemakers in 1851. In that year hardly any men over fifty were 

1 L.B. Church Monthly Magazine July 1889 quot
ing from an article in the Boot and Shoe Trades' 
Journal. 

2 In the period 1800 to 1834 the expenditure on 
the poor in L.R was consistently higher than any 
other place in the county. 

3 Census of England and Wales 1821, footnote p.223. 
4 Kelly's Post Office Directory for Bucks, Northants 

etc . ... 1847. The references to deeds are from notes 

from the original by H. Clifton Esq. 
5 N.R.O. D.3039. 
6 MS Minute Book of L.B. Vestry 1826-44. By 

courtesy of the vicar of Long Buckby. 
7 Folk Lore of Long Buckby, printed leaflet 1963. 

A winning essay in a competition organised by the 
Northants County Federation of Women's Institutes. 

8 ibid. 
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involved in the trade, but in the younger age groups it was employing far more men than agri
culture.9 

Despite the increase in numbers of craftsmen at the trade, Thomas Lee found few 
successors. In the eighteen sixties there were only two manufacturers in the village, J ames Hill 
and Richard Swift, the latter having Lee's former agent as his manager. The introduction of new 
developments in shoemaking at this time, machine sewing and rivetting, made little impact. The 
lack of progress in the trade gave rise to serious alarm in Buckby, and was the reason for the 
founding of the Long Buckby Shoe Manufactory Limited, a self-help co-operative venture. Its 
prospectus declared 'At a meeting ... on June 19 1867 ... the present state of trade in our Town 
was taken into consideration and the general feeling expressed ... was to the effect "That unless 
some great effort were made to establish a manufactory in the Town, the trade in it must be 
lost".10 It was proposed to raise £2,000 capital in £2 shares in the village, on the basis of quarterly 
payments of five shillings. Although it did not have a long life (being extinct by 1870) it seems 
that the company played an important part in keeping the trade going until more favourable 
conditions came along in the next decade. In times of trouble it was a device the village shoe
makers were to use again. 

The shoe trade in Northamptonshire expanded in the early eighteen seventies under the 
dual stimuli of the demand for boots from the French Army in the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-
71, and the sharp boom in the home market which brought a big demand for footwear. There is 
no evidence to suggest that Long Buckby benefitted by the former, but the tradition of North
ampton manufacturers putting out work there may have originated at this time to meet the demand 
from the home market. Whether they did so earlier is not clear. In 1871, on the eve of the expansion 
brought by these changed conditions, there were five manufacturers in the village, three machine 
upper closers, and one rivetter.U Though they were apparently operating on a small scale then, 
two of the manufacturers, Samuel and Carter 
Davis and Thomas Bishop, the former manager 
of the co-operative Shoe Manufactory, founded 
firms which lasted until nearly the end of the 
century. Another two, John and Thomas Eyre, 
became partners with John Yorke Howe in 1869 
and built a factory on the Market Place which 
was to become the greatest of the Long Buck by 
factories down to 1900.12 The number of Long 
Buckby firms started to grow in this decade, 
and carried on until the end of the century. In 
1870 there were only three: by 1884 there were 
eight, and the number reached its peak in the 
nineties with 12, one of which was a machine 
closer. In 1910 there were still 11: by 1914 
nine.13 -

Clearly most of these must have been 
very small indeed, for the workforce in the later 
nineteenth century was probably never much 
more than 300-350. Long Buckby long re
mained a hand-sewn shoe village. Several of 

9 I am indebted to V. A. Hatley and J. Rajczonek 
for the totals they counted in the Census Enumer
ators schedules for 1841, 1851, 1861 and 1871. It 
should be noted these figures include wives of shoe
makers who closed for their husbands. For the 
analysis of the 1851 schedules see this writer's The 
Population of the Northamptonshire Village in 1851: 
A _Census Study of Long Buckby, University of 
Leicester, Department of Adult Education, 1971, 

THE ORIGINAL FACTORY OF EYRE BROS. AND HOWE 
on the Market Place about 1870, before Sanders 
took over and enlarged it with three more bays on 

the right. 

pp.37-9. 
10 A copy of the prospectus is in the Broadsheets . 

collection, Northampton Public Library. 
11 Census Enumerators Schedules for L.B. 1871. 
12 Information from H. Clifton Esq. who has 

examined the deeds of the building. 
13 Calculated from Trade Directories listed below 

for those years. 
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the wholesalers put out work, and those that gathered men into their factories did not at first 
do so to utilize machinery, but to organise them into 'teams' on 'sectional work'. This, apparently, 
was an American idea for introducing the principal of the division of labour into handsewn 
work and was a logical way of regularising (and possibly even increasing) output. It was brought 
to Buckby by Alfred Howe, who first appeared as a manufacturer in 1875 or 1876. He set up 
his premises at Rockhall house, the present Castle factory in King Street being built for him 
between 1885 and 1890.14 There is a good description of team work in 1889: 'the best craft is 
selected as laster. He is supposed to last eight pair per day. Then the sewer and rounder does a 
like number. The stitching is done off the premises. The heel builder gets the heels sewn on, 
then the next hand gets the boots in rasp. Many of the men, being old stitched hands, take some 
of the boots home to finish, just for a little extra pocket money. The hands work on day wages 
.... Of course scarcely any of the best craftsmen work in these teams; they are mostly made 
up of men that have been craftsmen in their day, or of some that have never mastered all the 
points about the craft. Still there is some good work turned out of these teams; they hold their 
own; some of them have been in existence for years' .15 The 'stitching' or closing of the uppers 
was put out to be done by machine and the clicker was obviously not part of the 'team' either. 

This would be the system operated in the most important 'factory' in the 'seventies and 
'eighties, the 'American' factory of William Sanders, though by the 'nineties it had gone over to 
machinery.16 Sanders is the most interesting figure amongst these eleven or so shoe masters of 
the time. Although many believed him to be an American he was in fact born in Gloucester and 
served his time as a shoemaker in Bristol. He then emigrated to the United States, but returned 
after the Civil War and about 1866 opened a shoe shop in Liverpool. Mter another short visit to 
America he returned to Liverpool where he opened a new shop. In 1874, like some figure out of 
a Thomas Hardy novel, he appeared in Long Buckby and took over Eyre Bros. and Howe's 
factory. In 1871 they had been obliged to mortgage it to John Pentony of Kensington and others, 

MARKET SQUARE, LONG BucKBY about 1913 showing the coronation pole, first erected for the 
coronation of George Ill. Behind it, to the right, is Sanders' American factory. 

14 Historical Scrapbook for Long Buckby, 1953, 
compiled by Mrs. Frost. There is a copy at NRO 
(ZA 2166). Pages 39-81 are a mine of information on 
the trade in the village. 

15 Church Mag. July 1889 loc. cit. 
16 Information on Sanders is from the Historical 

Scrapbook, op. cit. pp.43-6. 
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SANDERS' AMERICAN FACTORY JUST BEFORE IT WAS KNOCKED DOWN IN 1952. 
It is now reduced to one storey and is a supermarket. 

trustees of the Benefit Building Society, and the mortgagors sold it to Sanders, of Great Charlotte 
Street, LiverpoolY In time Sanders doubled its size and gave it the name 'American factory'. 

Like his contemporary, Alfred Howe, Sanders brought new ideas from America. He 
formed some of his men into a band-Sanders' Independence Band-to march and play in the 
towns where he had his shops as an advertising device, and later the band was enlarged into the 
town Silver Prize Band. He was also something of a pioneer in correct foot fitting, insisting that 
each line should have four widths in each size. In 1881 he was awarded a medal at the Frankfurt 
International Exhibition for his 'Electric Ped' boots. To serve his customers he established a 
travelling repair shop to do the work while they waited and it was his practice to give away a pair 
of half soles with every pair of boots. 

The hand-sewn shoe workers were, however, not superseded by the 'team' system in the 
factories of Howe and Sanders. They took work from the other small manufacturers in Buckby 
and in 1889 it was said that 'many of the Northampton manufacturers send work here, and have 
done so for years. One firm [probably Pollards] employs nearly a hundred hands in constant 
work all the year'.18 The men worked alone or in twos and threes in 'shops', usually in the garden 
of their home. The lasts, leather and instructions were supplied from the factory, the hemp, 
wax, heel ball, grindery and tools being provided by the craftsman. With the hemp and wax he 
made his thread for stitching, the 'wax' being made from tallow and pitch boiled together. This 
essential commodity placed a limitation on the time he could work at his shoemaking. In this 
period work could only be done when the weather was mild enough to 'keep the wax running', 
that is, when it kept the wax sufficiently soft to work the thread. Their shops had no glass in the 
windows but were fitted with wooden shutters, open in the summer, closed in winter when 'it 
~as too cold to keep the wax running'. 19 It was, therefore necessary for a shoemaker to do other 
JObs as well. It was said that in Long Buckby a farmer seldom employed sufficient hands to cope 
with the harvest, because he could always rely on shoemakers to lend a hand at such a season. 20 

As a craftsman the shoe worker was justly proud of his skill and looked down his nose at 
team and later factory work. Yet it is doubtful if he could earn more than the men 'inside'. In 
1889, it was said, a !aster earned from 26s. to 30s. a week, while the average wage in the team 

17 Information H. Clifton Esq. who has seen the 
deeds. 

18 Church Mag. op. cit. 

19 Folk Lore of L.B. loc. cit. 
20 ibid. 
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varied from 19s. to 22s. a week. 21 About that time prices for hand-sewn 'Super Best' down to 
'Fourths' varied frqm 5/8d. to 3/3d. a pair. 'If factory hours only were worked it would take about 
two days to finish one pair of shoes', it was estimated. 22 So unless a shoemaker was prepared to 
put in a lot more than 'factory hours', or work faster than factory speed he would find it hard to 
earn more than 'team workers'. 

It may be doubted whether most of these were interested in 'earning more'. The hand
sewn shoeworker had a different rhythm of life and work to the industrial worker. He was among 
the last in an age-old work tradition which went back to Biblical times. He was strongly averse to 
the 'time discipline' of factory work; he observed 'Saint Monday', and in this period 'it was the 
usual thing for shoemakers to work very hard for a week or two and then "go on the booze" 
perhaps for a week'. 23 They had their own life-style, and in !he 'seventies and 'eighties thought 
nothing of taking their children out of school to go harvestmg, or to the races at Daventry or 
Northampton, much to the annoyance of the master and mistress of the Long Buckby Board 
School (also trying to impose 'time discipline').24 On Sunday mornings it was customary to don 
the weekly clean white apron and go for a walk, accompanied by a terrier: 'the greater number of 
the shoemakers possessed one'. 25 There was a flourishing co-operative stores in the village. And 
if he had any politics, and it is likely he had, the Buckby shoemaker was solid for Gladstone 
and Liberalism. 

In the 'eighties and 'nineties the problem for Buckby was that the system of shoe making 
as it was then carried out was incapable of further expansion, and was all the time falling behind 
new developments in the trade. 'One thing is a surprise to everyone in the place', it was said in 
1889, 'that no one ever comes to try their fortune here. We quite expected when the railway 
connected us to the outside world [in 1881] that someone would be -sure to come'. 26 But, until · 

21 Church Mag. op. cit. 
22 Hist. Scrapbook op. cit. p.72. 
23 ibid. 
24 ' ••• parents going to Northampton races, and 

leaving the girls in charge at home. The people cannot 
yet understand that the school interferes at all with 

their freedom of action'. Entry 30 March 1877. Girls 
Board School Log Book. By courtesy of the head
master of Long Buckby junior school. 

25 Hist. Scrapbook op. cit. p.105. 
26 Church Mag. op. cit. 
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COOK'S FACTORY AND HOUSES 'IN THE PICTURESQUE BOURNVILLE STYLE', 
South Place, Station Road, built 1903. 

1903, no one did. The population, which had 
been stable in the 'sixties and 'seventies de
clined in the twenty years after 1880. To try to 
arrest this decline the shoemakers fell back on 
the device they had used in 1867: in 1897 they 
founded a shoe co-operative-Long Buckby 
Shoe Makers Ltd. 'The company was formed 
with the best handsewn makers each taking 
shares in it. Every shoe was inspected by a 
committee of practical craft workers before it 
was passed as first -class and fit to be sold' .27 It 
lasted for just ten years, being wound up in 
190728 and, like its predecessor a generation 
before, may well have played a part in keeping 
the trade going until new developments came 
along-though it seems to have been a very 
small scale affair. Another characteristic that it 
shared with the earlier co-operative was that its 
manager, George York, like Thomas Bishop 
before him, eventually set up on his own as a 
manufacturer. 

In 1903 the trade in Long Buckby en
tered a new phase when the London firm of 
Frederick Cook came and built a modern factory 
and a row of twenty cottages 'in the picturesque 
Bournville style' at South Place on the road to 
the station. Exaggerating somewhat, the North
ampton Mercury declared 'the future of Long 
Buckby is full of radiant promise . . . when 

27 Hist. Scrapbook op. cit. 

WILLIAM MOORE, A HANDSEWN SHOEMAKER, 

lasting in Cook's Castle factory about 1912. 

28 Northampton Mercury 4 Oct. 1907. 
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A HANDSEWN SHOEMAKER SEWING THE WELT, CASTLE FACTORY, ABOUT 1912. 

MAKING THE FAMOUS RIDING BOOTS BY 'TEAM' WORK in the handsewn 
department at Cook's Castle factory, about 1912. 
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complete the factory will-be one of the largest and best equipped in the county'. 28 It cost £6,000 and 
had electric light and its own gas plant. Cook's made very high class footwear, and, in addition to 
bringing workers from London, gave-employment to a number of Buckby people, having a work
force of over two hundred. The hand-sewn men at long last started to become factory operatives, 
working at the new machines installed by Cook. The firm, however, also had a hand-sewn depart
ment on the premises where the best craftsmen worked in teams. Like many a Northamptonshire 
firm it exported much of its output having, in 1930, agencies in_ the U.S.A., Canada, South Africa, 
Australia, New Zealand, Holland and Germany. The firm surv1ved exactly thirty years, closing in -
1933, the goodwill, patterns, lasts and raw materials being bought by Manfi.eld of Northampton. 
'The goodwill', declared a director of that firm, 'includes the branded footwear the Lobby and 
the Bridgavon Support Shoe and certain riding boots for which the firm has a world wide repu
tation'.29 In the 'twenties the number of Buckby firms had contracted from eight in 1920 to five 

29 ibid. 11 Dec. 1903. ' 
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ROUGH STUFF ROOM WITH MACHINE PRESSES IN CooK'S FACTORY ABOUT 1912. 

in 1928 and, Cook's being by far the largest, many shoemakers left when it closed down. Some, 
however, returned when a Kettering firm moved to Long Buckby. 

The managing director was Mr. B. W. Cunnington who had started in the shoe trade 
with C. & E. Lewis of Northampton, and had worked as a buyer for Hallenstein's of Norwich, 
who made high quality ladies' shoes. 30 In the 1920s he had taken over the firm of Bryan ang Sons 
in Kettering as managing director and had employed some Buckby craftsmen who travelled over 
to work for him. When the Trafalgar works at Kettering were burned down, he took over Cook's 
factory and the firm he established in partnership with Randalls of Kendal, who were tanners, 
traded under the name 'Long Buckby Shoes Limited'. Its opening was a fortunate event for 
Buckby, coming as it did in the Depression, and the firm lasted until 1958. One of the objects 
of coming to the village was to capitalize on the skill of the-shoemakers, and the tradition of having 
a handsewn department quite separate from the machine rooms started by Cook's was maintained. 
The product made was of the highest quality, supplying, amongst other outlets, shops in London's 
West End: the shoe department of Simpsons of Piccadilly, for instance, was started with Long 
Buckby Shoes. Another product was the riding boots for the royal horse guards, the last major 
order for which was for the Coronation of the present Queen in 1953. The handsewn men also 
made bespoke riding boots for a clientele which included the Queen of Norway. In the Second 
World War their skill was used in the making of boots for flying officers which were quite remark
able articles of footwear. Each.incorporated, in addition to the leather, thirty-six pieces of silk to 
make them shrapnel proof, and a knife so that the boots could be cut down to ankle height if the 
pilot was forced to bale out and make his way on foot. 31 

Since 1958 the trade has declined very considerably. The South Place factory became a 
potato crisp factory after Long Buckby Shoes closed. Tomalins closed down in 1969, but the 
firm of Frank Eyre still survives. In 1953 it was said of it that 'there are no machines here; work 
is handed out to the outside workers, who take it home, make it throughout and bring it back 
finished'. 32 He still relies on bespoke work today. There is a closing factory (Groococks of Roth
well) and a few workers still use their old skill making bespoke orthopaedic boots for Frank Eyre 
and for George York and Son at the Castle factory in King Street. There are old men still alive 
in Long Buckby who could make a pair of shoes right through and finish them to perfection if 

3° Chronicle & Echo 28 Dec. 1933. Mrs. Cunnington in April 1975. 
31 The information in this paragraph is from the 32 Hist. Scrapbook op. cit. p.64-5. 

Hist. Scrapbook and from an interview with Mr. and 
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called upon. And, if the craft is almost dead, the memory of it is not-nor is that of the hard 
times either. 

R. L. GREENALL. 

TRADE DIRECTORIES USED 
Pigot's Directory of Northamptonshire 1830, 1841 and 1850. Kelly's Post Office Directory of Bedfordshire, 
Northamptonshire etc. 1847 and 1854. Melville and Cos. Directory of Northamptonshire 1861. Kelly's 
Post Office Directory for Northamptonshire, Hunts. etc. 1864, 1869, 1870, 1877, 1885 and 1890. Whellan's 
History, Topography and Directory of Northamptonshire, 1874. Harrod's Royal Directory of Bedfordshire 
... Northamptonshire 1876. Wrights Commercial and General Directory and Blue Book of Northampton
shire 1884. Kelly's Directory of Northamptonshire 1898, 1910, 1914, 1920, 1928, 1936 and 1940. 
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FINEDON, Nov. 1973 

What gets forgotten, 
not just the bald narrative of going there, 
but what slips through the net of ordinary telling; 
not just seeing the trees; try it consecutively; 

first times are always inadequate times 
the first time I came to Finedon it was enclosed 
and closed, the hall by itself with grounds around, 
but spreading wilderness, 
and in the house the only open area, 
courtyard and surrounding ivied walls, 
ivy peeling off like lace from an old valentine 
or round a cake, 
crumbling cake of the walls, 
the geese behind, the cackling of geese as we went 
first down the lime walk; 
lime buds good to eat, for salads, and the buds 
eaten in spring, the young leaves good to eat. 
Hadn't seen that at all, no sign of the garden 
that lay in its wilderness, 
a great tangle, the unusual lake with a single island in the middle 
laid out by Humphry Repton, 
the glens of Antrim, the rocks laid precariously one on the other, 
pools, soft areas, like Kyoto court, 
at each place they stopped, the boys said, 
let's stay here all the time, 
and then the tower, covered with ivy too, 
like something from a French Book of Hours, 
the rare pine trees, - -
redwoods and clustering oaks, the path going on, 
where does it lead to? Used to be a quarter of a mile, 
cut off now by the fields, 
and the house like Valenc;ay, a chateau with 
grotesque slated roofline, and stone wrought 
into gothic letters, 
the interior, huge 'panelled hall, 
with paper laid on canvas .. 

The upstairs, rotting floorboards, 
phone by the window, disconnected 
but a new 1972 directory; 
horse box partitions as if a school 
had used part for bathing. 
Little upper rooms with scatter of flex 
and old text books in the dusty smelling attics, 
the loot, gas mask and book for rationing, 
grassed over fountain, two chapels one inside and one out, 
one never comes to the end of this place, 
the mad scientist in the tower leaking roof. 

Nina Carroll 
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THE RELIGIOUS FOUNDATIONS OF MEDIEVAL STAMFORD 
Stamford Survey Group report 2 
by J. S. HARTLEY AND A. ROGERS 

(University of Nottingham, Department of Adult Education. £1.70. 84 pp. 31 figs. 4 maps) 
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This is the second of a series of booklets planned by the Stamford Survey Group. The 
first, the Medieval Buildings of Stamford ( ed. A. Rogers, 1970) was an architectural account of the 
surviving medieval buildings in the town. This recent report is a definitive list of the religious 
institutions in the town and covers the fourteen former parish churches, the gilds, chantries and 
chapels, the six hospitals, St. Leonard's Priory, St. Michael's Nunnery, the five friaries, monastic 
property and the so-called academic halls of Stamford. 

Among the interesting points which emerge is a suggestion for the location of the Danish 
burh from a study of the present street pattern and the placing of the parish boundaries. Unfor
tunately for this theory none of the four churches known to have existed before the Domesday 
survey lay within this nucleus. W. G. Hoskins poip.ted out i~ 1967 that a new large market place 
or port was set up by the Normans to the west of the Darush burh and All Saints was built in 
this area of the port or market. Its dedication is interesting since there seems to be an association 
between churches of the same dedication and new post-Conquest market places in other places 
such as Northampton and Maidstone. The church of St. Mary on the other hand, claimed by 
Hoskins to be the mother church of the town since the 7th century is shown in this new survey 
to be originally a chapel dating from the 12th century associated with the building of the town 
bridge and the laying out of St. Mary's hill and not with the earlier ford. The gild of the Assump
tion of the Virgin in this church was responsible to maintain the bridge. Other gilds played a 
significant part in the life of the town. That of St. Martin in St. Martin's church was famous for 
its bull running: its purpose was the maintenance of prayers and of a common bull. In the hall of 
Corpus Christi gild in St. Mary at the bridge the borough council used to meet; the gild had a 
school house and its chantry came to be worth more than the rectory. 

This study is based on a variety of sources including Domesday book, Chantry certificates, 
Lincoln Diocesan records and those of Oxford and Cambridge colleges. It is also enriched by an 
intelligent and observant eye for topography. The way that St. Clement's parish, for instance, 
lies astride the town walls raises the conjecture that the church may have been established before 
the walls were built. The site of St. Martin's lying near the narrowest point of the road is thought 
to have been at the southernmost limit of the suburban development of Stamford at the time of 
its foundation. The width and regular layout of the High Street beyond the church with the 
slight alteration of alignment of the road, suggests a planned market area. 

It is recognised that the value of the church~s at various times in their history is a telling 
economic index of the relative prosperity and declme of the town. The value of the rectory of 
Holy Trinity rose in the 13th century, a sign of the growth of the extra-mural suburbs in the 
·second half of this century. St. Clement's living in 1361 was described as being poor 'per pesti
lenciam'; clearly it had declined in size after the Black Death and the value of the vicarage fell in 
the 14th century, an indication of shrunken suburbs. By 1428 it had fallen in value from £4.13.4 
(1291) to 20s. p.a. It had vanished by the 16th century. The parish of St. Mary Bynwerk in 1462 
became amalgamated with that of St. Peter on the petition of the parishioners who were so few 
insufficient, and poor, they could no longer repair the church. ' 
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Much destruction seems to have occurred in Stamford in 1461 and the town may well have 
been in economic decline in the 15th century. This report, however, emphasises the contradictory 
nature of the evidence. There was much new building going on in the churches in the 15th century: 
examples are All Saints, St. John's and St. Martin's. Also chantries and hospitals were being 
founded and supported up to the Dissolution. 

The survey ends with a review of the hospitals, friaries and monasteries. The siting of the 
hospital for lepers stood, like many other leper houses in Medieval England, on the line of one of 
the major exit roads.. The sites of the friaries similarly were outside the town walls, possibly 
because their ministry was bound up with the lives of the extra mural poor; more likely, however, 
is that other intra mural sites were built up: in any case they were considered to have encroached 
on the town fields. 

The power of the monasteries was all pervading in ecclesiastical Stamford. Of the fourteen 
parish churches, five were under the patronage of the local Benedictine nunnery, five more under 
that of the Norman priory of St. Fromard, two more were held by Durham cathedral priory and 
one each by the Lincolnshire Benedictine houses of Bel voir and Crow land. When the monasteries 
fell the power of the local gentry, such as the Cecils, was vastly augmented. Sir William enter
tained Queen Elizabeth at the Greyfriars on one occasion and at the Whitefriary (the story goes 
that the place fell down as soon as she left). 

A valuable job is done by tracing and dispelling stories of mythical churches like St. Benet's 
and St. Thomas'. Finally, the theory that there were academic halls at Stamford on the lines of 
early Oxford precollegiate foundations is given short shrift. There is no real medieval evidence 
for the existence of Blackball, Brasenose college, Durham Hall, Peterborough Hall and all the 
rest. Their slender claims are based on the facts that Stamford was the scene of an attempted 
secession from Oxford University, that Oxford is known to have possessed halls and that various 
religious houses are known to have owned property within the town. 

The format of the Stamford Survey Group No. 2 is the same as the first. It is an awkward 
size and shape which will not fit easily into a bookcase. Also its method of binding means that one 
has to maintain a strong grip to prevent it closing on the reader. These are small points of criticism, 
however; the survey gives an extremely valuable and detailed insight into the rich ecclesiastical 
history of this important medieval town. We look forward to the next volume. 

J. M. STEANE. 

AN INVENTORY OF THE HISTORICAL MONUMENTS 
IN THE COUNTY OF NORTHAMPTON 

VoL. I: ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES IN NORTH-EAST 
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

Royal Commission on Historical Monuments 
England 

( H.M. Stationery Office, London, 1975) 
4o, 177 pages, 128 text figures, coloured frontispiece, 24 pages of plates: £14.50 

A new Royal Commission volume is always an eagerly anticipated event. This volume, 
the fi~st venture into Northamptonshire (excluding the 1969 Peterborough New Town survey), 
descnbes 434 monuments in the 57 parishes of East Northamptonshire District. Handsomely 
produced and lavishly illustrated, it lives up to the highest standards we have come to expect . . 
~adly, al~hough by contemporary prices it is much better value than some recent publications, 
1t may st11l be beyond the pocket of the local archaeologist who would find it of greatest value. 
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It covers all known prehistoric and Roman monuments and earthworks of medieval and 
post-medieval date, but excludes buildings. A sectional preface of 22 pages gives a brief but 
useful introduction to the topography of this scenically unexciting area, bisected by the Nene 
valley and including much of Rockingham Forest, and to the range of sites represented in it. 
The _ inventory follows, arranged as usual alphabetically by civil parish, with an appendix 
describing Roman roads. 

One major fact to emerge is the intensive settlement in prehistoric and Roman times, 
the product of field work of Brown, J ackson, Hadman, Steane, et alia and aerial reconnaissance by 
Hollowell mostly since 1960. If a further nail were needed in the coffin of the 'impenetrable 
Midlands forest' myth, the evidence assembled here provides it. Even so, our knowledg~ of such 
early sites is still profoundly affected by the inevitably uneven survey coverage by local archae
ologists, the difficulties of field work in woodland and permanent pasture, and variable responsive
ness of different soils to aerial photography. The preface rightly urges caution in the interpretation 
of their distribution. Is there any value, therefore, in Fig. 9, purporting to show the distribution 
of prehistoric and Roman sites in the Lyveden valley, when a discussion of these problems 
together with a revealing plan of the same area qualified to show inadequate coverage by field 
work and aerial photography has already been published elsewhere1? One would also query the 
inference (p.xxxiv) that ring-ditches are datable without excavation. 

The masterly coverage of earthworks is notable for the inclusion of an important group 
of 16th-17th century garden earthworks. However, here the decision to exclude buildings from 
this volume is regrettable. Gardens cannot be studied adequately when divorced from their 
houses, any more than, for example, castle moats can be meaningfully separated from their 
masonry defences. 

The text appears remarkably free of misprints, although the connoisseur will appreciate 
Thresham for Tresham (p.8); and, while we have Newton Bromshold consistently through the 
text, the folded O.S. map at the rear gives the etymologically preferable spelling, Bromswold. 

The overall superb quality of the plans does not absolve them from a couple of criticisms. 
Crop-marks were apparently intended to be reproduced all at the same scale (in fact there are 
very slight variations); but realisation of this is hindered by the variety of different bar-scale 
notations employed. Earthworks are portrayed by hachuring. This technique is intended to 
convey a general visual impression of breaks and changes of slope, and there is no universally 
accepted objective convention for indicating t~e .exact angle of slopes or amplitude of earth
works. Indeed, the style of the Royal Comm1ss1on draftsmen, who have been the foremost 
practitioners of the art, has itself varied over the years. That currently in favour, while pleasing 
on the eye, tends to be somewhat inflexible, with insufficient variation in the boldness, interval 
or length of penstrokes. For example, the.pla~ of th~ Wak~rley gard~~s. (Fi~. 112) c~nveys the 
impression that the circular flower-bed With Its cruc1form mternal d1v1S10n 1s only shghtly less 
prominent than the surrounding terraces and banks. On Plate 20 the latter show up as major 
relief features, while the former is scarcely visible; the text confirms the terraces to be 7-!-10 
times the height of the flower-bed earthworks. Figs. 43 and 44, showing Kirby D.M.V. and one 
of its farmsteads, are also difficult to reconcile. 

The arrangement of text and plans is oc~asionally irritating. The plans of Barnwell (Figs. 
25-26) would have been preferably located adjacently to allow direct comparison, instead of on 
opposite sides of the same page. The plan of Titchmarsh duck decoy, with no figure number, 
lies 15 pages adrift from the text description of the monument. The mention of Thurning as a 
parish whose ridge and furrow arrangement is almost completely recoverable (p.xlii) makes one 
regret the lack of a plan. 

The destruction of monuments is a recurring theme. For example, of eleven deserted 
villages in the District, only two survived as well-preserved earthworks in 1973. One is left almost 

1 C. C. Taylor, 'Aerial Photography and the Field Archaeologist' in 'Aerial Reconnaissance for Archae
ology' (C.B.A. Research Report No. 12 (1975) pp.138-40, fig. 2). 
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in despair that the survey rate remains so low. This is no criticism of the Royal Commission, 
who consistently maintain their own high standards of field work and publication despite the 
pressures. The question again arises, how resources for field survey, which alone provides the 
information base on which a preservation/excavation strategy can be planned, remain so meagre 
while comparatively vast sums are still poured annually into excavations of dubious value. 

C.}. BOND, 
Oxfordshire County Museum. 

THE BOOK OF BANBURY 
by CHRISTINE BLOXHAM, B.A., A.M.A. 

(Barracuda Books, Ltd. 148 pp. £6.50) 

Before the planners tidied everything up, Northamptonshire included all of Banbury east 
of the Cherwell, and many Northants villages lie in 'Banburyshire'-the ten-mile sphere of 
influence round the ancient market town. So there will be considerable County interest in 'The 
Book of Banbury' by Christine Bloxham, who is secretary of Banbury Historical Society and 
assistant keeper of antiquities at Oxfordshire County Museum. 

Her approach is a popular one, with nearly 250 illustrations covering almost every aspect 
of the town's history to supplement the clearly-written text. In fact this attractive book can be 
dipped into so easily and pleasantly that the alliterative title might well have been carried a step 
further as 'The Bedside Book of Ban bury'. 

Saxon settlers founded Banbury in the pre-Christian era near an important crossing of 
routes, but it had to wait until 1123-48 for Alexander of Blois, Norman bishop of Lincoln, to 
put it on the map. A tiny man with big ideas, he built the castle and the Norman church, which 
was so enriched by later additions that it became 'the cathedral of north Oxfordshire'. 

But as Miss Bloxham warns us, the town has changed dramatically over the years. One 
winces at the description of the Puritan destruction of the three medieval crosses, and the dese
cration of the church adapted to shelter batteries bombarding the castle during the Civil War. 
The castle was held for the king for over three years under commanders who were members of 
Lord Northampton's family. One, Sir William Compton, was only 19, yet the garrison soldiers 
were 'much heartened by the exemplary courage of this valiant young knight" 

Mter the Civil War both church and castle were demolished, in fact the church was so 
unsafe that most of it fell with a crash heard miles away. The church was rebuilt by 1797, and 
was joined later by the present cross erected in 1859 to mark the marriage of the Princess Royal 
and Frederick William, Prince of Prussia. Banbury people might have been less enthusiastic had 
they known that the eldest son of this marriage was destined to become Kaiser Wilhelm II, 
regarded with such fear and hatred as German supreme war lord during the 1914-18 war. 

Banbury repaired its fortunes in the 18th century by making plush which became world 
famous, even finding a market in Japan for making warm winter kimonos. Another export was 
Banbury cakes,. their recipe doubtless improved from the 16th century when Thomas Bright 
groaned that they inflicted on the stomach 'plenty of melancholy'. Consignments were ordered 
by cake-eaters in America, Australia and India, and on the home market in 1840 Samuel Beesley, 
one of the bakers, sold 139,500 twopenny ones. Cattle, driven from Wales to the Northamptonshire 
grazing grounds and to London for slaughter became another major trade, as many as 2,000 
animals passing through in a day. This business has continued with modern transport, and today 
Banbury has the biggest cattle mart in Europe. 

. Real prosperity was restored by Sir Bernhard Samuelson, Victorian business genius, 
Ltheral M.P. for the town, a privy councillor, and holder of many national and local honours. 
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When his railway works at Tours closed because of the French troubles of 1848, he moved to 
Banbury and established the Britannia Works making agricultural machinery. His enormous 
success changed Banbury from a market town to an industrial centre. The Victorian suburb of 
Grimsbury, built for the Samuelson workers, is being restored and now forms an attractive and _ 
interesting feature of the town. 

So to the present, when Banbury has shown originality and courage. By one vote-the 
mayor's casting vote-during the 1960s it turned down a plan to take overspill from London and 
Birmingham, and settled for a moderate increase to 40,000 instead of the 70,000 suggested. This 
decision preserved much of old Banbury, so that it remains a delightful and dignified town to 
explore today. 

A word of criticism must be directed to the picture captions. For example, drawings on 
page 102 said to be the G.W.R. and L.&N.W.R. stations show exactly the same building and 
precisely the same passengers and staff in identical attitudes, but with different trains, and in the 
top picture a stage coach has mysteriously appeared. There must be an intriguing explanation, 
which railway enthusiasts would like to have. On page 55 the small boy in the picture most of 
us know under the title 'When did you last see your father?' seems to have aged remarkably, to 
say the least. On page 39 surely 'silver coin' is a most inadequate description for the object shown, 
and if these are two sides of the same coin how would they fit together? Small points, but worth 
attention for future reprints which the book richly deserves. 

LIFE IN OLD NORTHAMPTON 
compiled by }OHN STAFFORD 

TONY !RESON. 

(Northamptonshire Libraries, 1975. £3.25 hard bound, £1.75 flush bound) 

This volume, a sequel to the Libraries' previous publishing success, Old Northampton, is 
now in its second impression, and has already sold over 8,000 copies. Its popularity is well deserved 
and Mr. Stafford, who was responsible for compiling Old Northampton, is again to be congratulated 
on his selection of photographs and other illustrations of life in the county town between roughly 
1850 and 1950. The captions, too, are a mine of local information and clearly the product of much 
painstaking research. Handsomely produced on good quality paper, with no less than 224 illus
trations, it is a bargain at the price. An attractive innovation is the beautifully reproduced seven 
pages in colour, a new departure from the monochrome of Old Northampton, including one of 
the interior of the Theatre Royal by the late Tom Osborne Robinson, who also contributed 
several other drawings in black and white. 

The book is divided into six sections containing illustrations of Shopping, Trades and 
Industries, Entertainments and Pastimes, Inns and Public Houses, Transport, and 'Cops and 
Robbers'. These are uneven in extent, ranging from thirty-three pages on Shopping down to a 
rather disappointing one on 'Cops and Robbers'. There were no doubt good reasons for this 
unevenness of sections-many illustrations on these subjects had already been used in Old North
ampton perhaps, and any compiler is limited simply by what he can lay his hands on on a given 
topic-but the book is a little off balance. One does not brood too much on this point, however, 
once one starts to turn the pages. That fascination which old photographs hold soon takes 
one over. 

For this reviewer, the first two sections-Shopping, and Trades and Industries-are the 
best. One is first taken on what is virtually a guided tour of the main shopping streets of the 
centre of the town, and here Mr. Stafford has persuaded the long established family firms to 
produce old photographs of their premises, both inside and out. Here one is forcibly struck by 
both the long period over which some firms have operated in the town, and the rapid nature of 
the recent changes in the face of Northampton in which the old shops have been replaced by the 
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VICTORIAN SELF-HELP. BRETHREN OF THE TOWCESTER 'EARL OF POMFRET' LODGE, INDEPENDENT 
ORDER OF 0DDFELLOWS (MANCHESTER UNITY) , IN THEIR REGALIA AND WITH THEIR BANNER IN 1910. 
One of the two hundred and eight photographs of life in the county before 1914 collected in a 
recent volume, Old Northamptonshire in Photographs, by R. L. Greenall. It is bound in cloth, has 

one hundred and sixty pages, and is published by Northamptonshire Libraries at £3.25. 

anonymous multiple suppliers of modern consumerism. A similar reflection prompts itself on 
looking at the Trades and Industries section. The footwear trade, so long the trade of Northampton, 
is in sharp decline, and its successors are more characterless. In the section 'Boots and Shoes' 

. one is given in words and pictures an excellent outline of the development of the trade since 
about 1800, probably the best short account readily available in print. This is followed by shorter 
sections on Brewing, Engineering (which includes some most interesting illustrations in colour 
from posters advertising Mulliners' horse-drawn carriages) and the smaller trades of the county 
town, such as bookbinding, model making, and garment making. 

These sections take the Great War as their approximate terminating period, but the 
twentieth century is more fully represented in Entertainments and Pastimes, which looks at some 
of the ways Northamptonians enjoyed themselves down to World War Two. Cinemas are very 
well served here from their origins in buildings as diverse as music halls or the corn exchange 
through their golden age in the thirties and forties (when the Odeon seated 2,000, had a roof 
garden, and a tea room complete with 'inglenook and minstrels' gallery') down to their decline 
into bingo halls or supermarkets. The sad decline of the live theatre from the opening of the 
Theatre Royal with 'Twelfth Night' in 1884 down to the closing of the New Theatre in 1958 
' Strip! Strip! Hooray' is neatly encapsulated in three pages. The pleasures of the open air, 
Franklin's Gardens, Abington Park and the Racecourse are all well illustrated, and there are some 
interesting early photographs of sporting teams. 

The final sections are perhaps less interesting. There are some good illustrations of North
ampton Inns and Public Houses, but by the late nineteenth century the great days of the inns 
were long past and some of them were even then in decay. Unfortunately, there are only a few 
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illustrations of the inside of pubs,' though one regrets that it is not possible anymore to have a 
drink in the bar of the Two Brewers in Abington Street, and gaze up at the stuffed kangaroo 
complete with boxing gloves which had been 'twice round the world' with the landlord, in his 
salad days as a music hall artist. The section on Transport suffers more than any other from the 
fact that Old Northampton had a good many illustrations which took the story down to about 1920. 
So here we have a series of early motor buses and commercial vehicles which will no doubt please 
early combustion-engine buffs, but which did not stir the breast of your reviewer, though he 
admired the range of photographs Mr. Stafford managed to find to include in this section. The 
final section is simply two illustrations of the theme of 'Cops and Robbers', too brief really to 
comprise a genuine topic on its own, though on a topic of considerable interest in its own right. 

WELLINGBOROUGH ALBUM 
by ]OYCE AND MAURICE PALMER 

(Steepleprint Ltd. (Earls Barton) 1975 £6.50) 

R. L. GREENALL. 

This is a fascinating book. Mr. & Mrs. Palm er ' have brought together more than 200 
photographs, together with other material, to form a pictorial record of Wellingborough, mostly 
over the eighty years from 1870 to 1950. It will revive many memories in those who have a long 
association with the town. Others, such as myself, who cannot resist the charm of old photo
graphs, will find pleasure on every page, even though their acquaintance with Wellingborough is 
slight. Nor should it be forgotten that much social history may be learned from these relics of a 
not-too-distant past: the Wellingborough Temperance Band, with half of its members in "drag", 
taking the mickey out of Women's Rights at a pre-1914 carnival (p.111); the exterior of the first 
cinema at Wellingborough, a modest forerunner of a mighty revolution in public entertainment 
(p. 99); children who collected blackberries to make jam for soldiers in World War I (p.127); the 
issuing of ration books at Alma Street School in 1949 (p.l32). A strong sense of local community 
is also evident in many of the photographs, especially those from the Edwardian period. The 
Sunday School "tea drinking", for example, was an annual event which was attended by hundreds 
of people of all ages, and began with a long procession of children marching through the town to 
Basset's Close where the festivities took place (pp.92, 105, 107, 115). 

The illustrations in the Album have been grouped broadly under titles such as "Town 
Views", "Churches", "The Working Day", "Leisure and Special Events", and "Wellingborough 
District". Inevitably there is occasional overlap between these sections, but this does not really 
matter. The section on "Victorian Portraits" contains several sartorial oddities (to our eyes), 
pride of place going to a pensive young man wearing a fancy short-sleeved shirt, belted white 
trousers, and embroidered braces hanging in loops by his sides (p.62). Who was he, and why did 
he choose to have his likeness taken in such unusual garb? 

The "Transport" section of the Album is, for me, particularly rewarding. A good series of 
photographs illustrates the disaster which took place on 2 September 1898 when the Manchester 
express struck a porter's trolley which had fallen on the main line at Midland Road Station 
(pp.142-7). Six persons, including the driver and the fireman, were killed in the ensuing derail
ment. Equally interesting is the wide range of road vehicles, horse-drawn or motor, which made 
an appearance in Wellingborough, and were recorded by the camera. I doubt whether many 
other towns could produce a c.1900 photograph of the local fire engine hurrying to a call, complete 
with several small boys following it on foot (p.l35)! The standing crew members flanking the 
driver were probably acting as "hi! hi! men" whose job it was to shout warnings to pedestrians 
and oncoming traffic. This was the practice in London fire brigades at that period. 

Now for a minor criticism. Only two celebrated Wellingburians of the past are illustrated 
in the section on "Personalities". One is John Askham, the sad-faced poet and essayist who wrote 
"The Singers" (i.e. sewing machines made by the Singer Company, and used in the shoe industry 
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to stitch together the upper leathers), a minor classic of industrially-inspired verse (p.124). The 
other is "Mick" Mannock, the telephone linesman who, as Major Edward Mannock, V.C., D.S.O., 
M.C., became Britain's top-scoring fighter pilot in World War I (ibid.). (Mannock's accredited 
kills, incidentally, were 73 and not just "over 40" as stated in the caption alongside his photo
graph.) He is shown in football kit along with two friends, his sullen good looks concealing the 
curious fact that he was almost blind in his left eye. Other candidates for "Personalities" would 
have included David Dulley, brewer and prominent local nonconformist, and Willan Jackson, 
an able solicitor and volunteer soldier who played an important part as a representative of Well
ingborough on the Northamptonshire County Council after its formation in 1888. Space for 
these two worthies could have been found by omitting one of two near-identical photographs of 
High Street Congregational Church (pp.33-4). 

The Album is beautifully and lavishly produced in period style, and the quality of the 
illustrations is very high; nevertheless; it is a pity that a cheaper edition is not also available. By 
using soft covers and glossy art-paper, substantial economies could have been made in the costs 
of production. At £6.50 a copy, it is probable that many people who would like to own this at
tractive record of old Welling borough will hesitate before they dip their hands so deeply into their 
pockets. VICTOR A. HATLEY. 
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